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It’s been an exciting couple of months at 

Pool+Spa HQ. Firstly, I had the opportunity 

to talk with David Tisherman, the man 

who’s often called the Frank Lloyd Wright 

of the pool industry. We had a fascinat-

ing conversation in which he shared his 

thoughts on design in the pool industry. 

Find out what he had to say on page 4.

We also launched our inaugural Pool+Spa 

Industry Roundtable. Recognising the 

wealth of knowledge that’s held by ex-

perts in the industry, the Pool+Spa team 

wanted to tap into that knowledge and 

share it with our readers for the benefit 

of the industry.

While competition in business is unavoid-

able, sometimes sharing knowledge and 

working together can be of greater benefit 

to the industry overall than everyone keep-

ing their cards close to their chest - but 

not everyone is brave enough to take that 

first step and start the dialogue.

It no doubt took quite a bit of courage 

and trust for our roundtable participants 

to lay their commercial interests to one 

side and join us for an open and honest 

debate - but we’re so grateful that they 

did. We think the results for our readers 

- and the industry as a whole - will be 

well worth it.

Check out our article ‘The future of chlorine’ 

for an overview of what was discussed at 

the roundtable. We’ll also be sending out 

a dedicated Industry Roundtable newsletter 

that covers the discussion in more depth 

- keep an eye on your inbox for this.

We hope these articles will set you thinking 

about larger issues facing the industry. 

If you find yourself thinking “They really 

should do one on…”, then get in touch! 

We’d love to hear your suggestions for 

the next Pool+Spa Industry Roundtable.

Kind regards,

Alice Richard

Editor

arichard@westwick-farrow.com.au
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Listen up, pool builders: David Tisherman thinks 
you’re not qualified to design pools. Read on 
to find out why the man who’s known as the 
Frank Lloyd Wright of the pool industry believes 
pool builders need to go back to school. In 
an exclusive interview, Tisherman shared his 
thoughts on education, design and credibility 
with Pool+Spa. As told to Alice Richard.

DESIGNING 
POOLS?
GO BACK TO SCHOOL

Image courtesy of David Tisherman.
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F
rom my standpoint, and I hope 
you quote me on this, in most 
cases, most pool people are 
uneducated and definitely un-
qualified to do anything.

I’ve had clients come to me and say, 
“Could you tell me what your background 
is?” And my background is, I’m an industrial 
designer, I taught architecture and design 
at UCLA, I teach in the landscape and 
architecture departments specifically on 
building pools and spas and water effects. 
My background is very heavily oriented 
towards the arts, and I have degrees in 
two or three other fields.

When you talk to a pool person - a ‘pool 
guy’, so to speak - why don’t you ask him 
where he learnt about design? Better yet, 
ask him who is Hundertwasser? Or what 
is the Archigram? Or if I talk about neo-
classicism - what does that really mean? 
And when I talk about a Roman-type pool, 
does that really mean it’s rounded at both 
ends? Better yet, where did the first spa 
originate - the very first spa known to man? 
Where was it done, how was it made and 
what was it used for?

And the chances are, anybody who’s 
reading this article, anybody in the pool 
industry, they’re going to look at you and 
go, “Huh?” Because they don’t have that 
kind of background. So what gives them 
the qualifications to design anything? The 
biggest problem is that most people in the 
pool industry are not qualified to design.

Designing for the site
So now we’re past that, the fact is that 
what dictates design has nothing to do 
with the pool guy. The very first thing is 
the architecture and style of the house. 
The idea is to walk into a backyard and 
go, “Oh my god, this is beautiful,” not, 
“Gee, look at the pool”.

You’re designing for the site, for the 
entire project - you’re not designing for 
one specific area. That’s why 99.999% of 
the pool industry’s photographs are taken 
from the house looking towards the pool. 
You rarely see pools photographed looking 
back with the house included, because 

most people in the pool industry - and 
that’s excluding landscapers and landscape 
designers and architects - don’t understand 
that it’s all about the site, the environment. 
It’s the entire scope.

So, if you’re photographing a pool and 
you can shoot it behind the pool back 
towards the house or looking at the ar-
chitecture, then you get a true sense of: 
Is this beautiful? Does it work? Are the 
materials proper? What about the scale of 
the pool? Are the water effects in keeping 
with the feel of the house?

The fact is that we can all go back to 
school. A basic design class will cover scale, 
proportion, rhythm - all those catchphrases 
that artsy-fartsy people use. Those phrases 
are what you have to learn. You have to 
understand scale. You have to understand 
proportion. You have to understand rhythm, 
or repetition. Then you have to understand 
true colour: how you change colour in a 
pool and what happens with certain col-
ours dropping out because of refraction 
and reflection.

This isn’t just about a pool. This is about 
colour, proportion, design, architecture, 
understanding materials. There are definite 
reasons that certain pools look the way 
they do and other pools don’t, especially 
when you look at the detailing.

That red pool
I had a client who had a landscape architect 
who really wasn’t - but he said he was. 
We found out that he’d just gone through 
school and taken a couple of classes. He 
told the clients that they should have a 
little mountain lake tucked up into the hill 
with a waterfall. Except the house was built 
around the design principles of a fellow 
by the name of Ricardo Legorreta - he’s 
a Mexican architect. Think massive walls 
of strong colours - reds and purples and 
yellows.

And I looked at the site and I started 
to laugh. I said, “You don’t want that.” 
And Michael, the client, said, “What do 
you mean?”

I said, “I understand what your style is. 
What you need to do is go to a book store 
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DESIGN

and get a book on Legorreta. Go home, 
and then think about a little mountain lake 
with a waterfall, or think about something 
interesting. Look at Legorreta.”

I got a call two weeks later from Michael. 
He said, “I want to apologise. I’m wrong, 
you’re right. When do you want to meet?” 
I said, “There’s no such thing as wrong or 
right - it’s about what you want.” He said, 
“Well, I want you to do this.”

So I designed a pool for them. Within 
the $200-$300,000 range - and this was, 
I don’t know, 15, 18 years ago. So it was 
a substantial pool. The interior of the pool 
is bright red. It’s the only red pool ever 
done, that I know of, in the world.

That’s what we ended up with because 
the client understood that maybe the word 
‘design’ is outside of his knowledge. It’s a 
question of you being the pool designer, 
aquatic designer, whatever you want to 
call it. It’s a question of you having the 
knowledge to impart that to the client. And 
that’s where we start getting into trouble. 
Who has that kind of knowledge?

So now we’re talking about education, 
but we’re also talking about telling the client 
“no”. But if you personally don’t understand 
the design process, meaning you haven’t 
studied enough about what design actually 
is, then how can you impart this knowledge 
to the client to get them over a pool with 
rounded ends and a couple of steps?

Once the credibility comes, the trust 
comes. And once the trust comes, the 
cost and the detailing grow exponentially 
because now the client wants gorgeous 
and he’s beginning to trust you.

Establishing synergy
When I get a call from a client, most of 
my calls - actually 95% of them - are by 
referral or because they’ve seen my work. 
It’s pretty straightforward: I’m not putting in 
a pool for $25,000. So, I get a call. Most 
pool companies would say, “Okay, I need a 
name and an address. I’ll have somebody 
come out and talk with you and we’ll start 
from there.” Does that sound about right?

I spend almost two hours with my client. 
I want to know if we have any synergy. I 
want to know how they’re going to use the 
pool. If they tell me that they have incredibly 
beautiful floors in their house, well, to use 
Frank Lloyd Wright’s whole theory of taking 
the outside and bringing it inside, then I may 
want to find a wonderful stone, or something 

to pick up the same colour as the flooring in 
the house to extend the eye visually.

It’s a question of “do you want gorgeous?” 
Everybody wants it, but the problem is that if 
you don’t know what to ask for, then you’re 
not going to get it, are you? It’s like buying 
a set of tyres. If you don’t know anything 
about tyres, you’re going to get exactly what 
the salesman sells you. You don’t know if 
that salesman has been around for three 
weeks or 35 years.

So it behoves people in the industry to 
learn. But you have to learn from people who 
actually know, not people who aren’t oriented 
in design. So, in Australia, I would imagine 
they have schools that teach design. How 
come the pool guy doesn’t go there? How 
come the pool guy sits in a seminar for two 
hours and when he walks out he thinks he 
knows everything?

Why can’t he go to school and take one 
or two classes every quarter? You can go to 
all the shows in the world, forever and ever 
and ever. But if the education isn’t good, 
then what good does it do you? You come 
away with a false sense of credibility.

That doesn’t work. Because the client 
who wants to spend four, five, six hundred 
thousand dollars, they’re not looking for a 
pool guy. They’re looking for a person who is 
knowledgeable about design. And colour. And 
proportion. And scale. And they want them 
to understand architectural details. They’ve 
spent a lot of money on their house.

So everybody - I don’t care where they 
are - has the option of going to school, which 
I think is really cool.

Draw me a picture
There was a fellow when I was teaching 
my first year at UCLA - his name was 

John Demery. And John said to me one 
day, “The only difference between good 
design and bad design is visualising it. 
And the only way to visualise it is to draw 
it.” I never forgot that.

Right now, if I walked into a room 
with 100 people in the pool industry and 
asked them to draw a detail from a set 
of plans without a computer, I would say 
99% of them would fall flat on their butt.

Now, the computer can do lots of things. 
But it can’t draw in front of the client 
with you talking and designing, because 
it’s too slow. It can make changes; it 
can print things for you; but it can’t sit 
with the client and draw. If you can’t do 
that, you’ve already lost.

Confucius said, “A picture is worth a 
thousand words.” It’s probably more like 
10,000 words, but it’s absolutely true. 
I could talk to you until I’m blue in the 
face, but if I drew a picture for you, 
in about a minute you’d understand it. 
Make sense?

So none of the things I’m saying are 
mind-boggling. They’re very straightforward. 
It’s just that this industry doesn’t get 
it. And it’s sad. Now I’ll bet you if you 
called 20 builders right now and asked 
them what their background is, can they 
draw beautiful perspective drawings, even 
details, I’d be amazed if you had more 
than 10% say yes.

When you look at something, you’ll say, 
“Oh, I really like that,” or, “That is the 
ugliest thing I have ever seen!” Okay, so 
what makes it beautiful? Is it the colour? 
Is it the line? And that’s why you have to 
have this education where you can look 
at things and understand that. And our 
industry, sadly, doesn’t have that.

Image courtesy of David Tisherman.
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FRED GRAY
Technical Services Manager, LATICRETE

GETTING TO KNOW ...

With nearly 40 years’ experience 
in the construction industry, Fred 
Gray knows a thing or two about 
tile and stone. He has been a 
LATICRETE team member since 
1992 and has been the company’s 
Technical Services Manager since 
2011. Fred talks to Pool+Spa 
about education, lifting skill levels 
and a high-stakes project.

Fred Gray has worked in the Australian construction industry since 1975. A 
major part of his early building experience was in the reinforced concrete sector, 
project managing multistorey concrete construction, concrete tilt-up construction 
and concrete swimming pools. Since 1990, Fred has worked in the tile industry.

His experience as a builder, including building swimming pools, has provided 
Fred with a unique perspective on tiling installation systems and problems that 
may occur. Understanding what makes a good structure, the nature of the 
building environment and the requirements of a tiling system - especially one 
that’s immersed - goes hand in hand with its success and a ‘life of structure’ 
installation. Fred has written many hundreds of specifications on tiling, including 
swimming pools, facades and railway infrastructure.

“I think one of the biggest issues we’re facing at the moment is how to lift 
the skill level of our trades. It’s not confined just to the tiling industry; it also 
includes the building industry and all other levels of industry,” Fred explained.

“There has been an increase in the amount of tile work which needs a cor-
responding increase in skilled labour. There is also the advent of new materials 
and methods of tiling which is also driving a need for reskilling.

He says education is key to addressing this issue. “And it’s becoming more 
incumbent on the industry to pick up that baton and run with it and educate 
at all levels,” he said. “We also have to make sure we do it right.

“I really like the saying: a sushi chef in Japan has to do three years boiling 
rice before they even get to roll the sushi. And what that really goes to is, I 
think everybody’s got to do their time. Everybody’s got to be educated before 
they take on too much and also expect too much.

“So my advice to newcomers would be just to keep on training and learn-
ing. Firstly, because we need a basic understanding to begin in the industry. 
And secondly, we have to keep learning because everything keeps changing. 
Materials are changing; people’s ideas are changing. We’ve got to continue to 
learn and develop skills.”

Fred worked with the Sydney Olympic Park Authority to replace a problematic 
tile installation in the Sydney Aquatic Centre’s leisure pool in 2002. The brief 
was to ensure the new system was permanent and guaranteed not to fail for 
decades to come.

Fred was responsible for ensuring a good specification was put in place as 
well as supplying technical information and advice. He visited the site daily to 
liaise with the contractors and client to ensure everything went to plan.

Fortunately, Fred found the contractors to be experienced and happy to work 
with the client’s requirements.

“Articulating the requirements and intent of the specification was always fol-
lowed by a step-by-step explanation. The contractors were capable of executing 
the method statements they were instructed on and did it very well. Having me 
there on just about a daily basis to interpret the specification and product data 
sheets did work in their favour, though,” Fred explained.

“This was a high-profile project where the stakes were high and nothing could 
be left to chance. I was pleased that LATICRETE was a major stakeholder and 

that I was their representative on this project.”
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Zodiac quashes bankruptcy rumours
Zodiac Pool Solutions has issued a statement clarifying that it has 
not filed for bankruptcy - contrary to several sensationalist headlines 
that have suggested the company is going under.

The company has filed for protection under Chapter 15 of 
the United States Bankruptcy code. This has nothing to do with 
bankruptcy. Liquidation of a company relates to Chapter 7 of the 
Bankruptcy Code; restructuring of debts occurs under Chapter 11 
of the Code.

Rather, the company has asked its financial lenders to change the 
terms of some loans taken out in 2007 when Zodiac Pool Solutions 
was bought out by The Carlyle Group.

“The primary change is to extend the dates that the loans are 
due to be repaid to our lenders (think of it as similar to refinancing 
your mortgage with the same lender - but with about 30 lenders),” 
the company’s statement said.

The changes were proposed through a legal process in the UK, 
because the debt was issued under English law. In order to ensure 
the changes would also be legally binding in the US, the company 
filed with the court under Chapter 15 of the US Bankruptcy Code, 
which allows changes like this to be recognised in the US legal 
system.

“Although this is a procedure under the US Bankruptcy Code, it 
is not an insolvency procedure. The US court is simply being asked 
to recognise and give effect to the changes that were approved by 
the lenders and the English court,” the statement continued.

“Regrettably, the negative perception and press that often comes 
with this type of filing can overshadow the very positive outcome.”

MAKING WAVES

$90m water park for Sunshine Coast
A planning application has been lodged for a $90 million water park on the 
Sunshine Coast. According to The Australian, the 24 ha site will include 
a wave pool, waterslides, canoeing, a 120-room hotel, restaurants and 
a holiday village.

The application was lodged by Waterplay Pty Ltd. The company’s 
portfolio includes projects such as Malaysia’s Sunway Lagoon and the 
Wadi Adventure Park in the United Arab Emirates.

More than 400 jobs are expected to be created during construction 
and 250 during operation.

Waterplay representative David Baird told The Australian that the surf 
pool and water areas would be built first, followed by the accommodation 
and other facilities. The project is expected to take three years to complete.

“All things going well, our team hopes to begin work next year and 
have the first Sunshine Park guests splashing, surfing and sliding on what 
will be Australia’s latest waterpark during 2016,” he said.

HIIT in water eases arthritis pain
Exercising in water has been proven to ease the pain of osteoarthritis. A study published 
in the Journal of Strength and Conditioning Research has found that high intensity interval 
training (HIIT) in water can help people with arthritis manage their condition.

“Having osteoarthritis patients walking against a systematically high and low 
resistance in water resulted in significant reduction in pain, improved mobility, balance 
and function,” said Dr Eadric Bressel, professor and clinical research scientist at Utah 
State University, who led the study.

“This same kind of high-intensity interval training on land would be unfathomable 
because of the load-elicited pain.”

The aquatic environment reduces the fear of falls, lowers joint loads and provides 
three-dimensional support to help maintain balance, the researchers found.

Participants completed a four-week, non-exercise control period, followed by a six-
week aquatic exercise intervention period. The participants undertook three training 
sessions on an aquatic treadmill per week. Joint pain, balance, function and mobility 
were tested before and after exercise and non-exercise conditions.

After the six-week exercise period, participants displayed reduced joint pain and 
improved balance, function and mobility. Every participant completed the program with 
100% adherence, with no adverse effects reported, aside from typical mild-to-moderate 
muscle fatigue and soreness.

Motor functions and static balance also improved during the course of the study, with 
participants able to stand from a seated position, lunge more quickly on one leg and walk 
on land with greater speed. In fact, after the six-week training period, participants had 
a walking speed almost identical to that of people without arthritis.

To read the full study, visit http://bit.ly/1ugsxSu.
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Pool Systems acquires Niagara
Pool Corporation has expanded into Australia, purchasing a majority 
interest in Pool Systems. As part of the transaction, Pool Systems has 
acquired Niagara Pool Supplies.

“I truly believe that this transaction is beneficial not only for Pool 
Systems’ growth over the long term, but for the Australian swimming 
pool market as a whole. The investment by Poolcorp demonstrates their 
confidence in this market and, to a greater degree, their commitment to 
the industry,” said Adrian Wischer, Pool Systems director.

“We are excited by the opportunity this transaction presents. This 
is an important investment in the large Australian pool market,” said 
Manny Perez de la Mesa, president and CEO of Poolcorp.

“Pool Systems has a national presence, broad market penetration 
and is an established distributor with proven sourcing relationships. 
Niagara is a longstanding distributor of pool products in NSW and its 
distribution relationships will be key to our success in this new venture. 
This is a chance for us to pursue the opportunity to provide value as a 
value-add distributor and build a network to serve professional trade 
and retail customers.”

Pool Corporation is the largest wholesale distributor of swimming 
pool and related backyard products. Currently, Poolcorp operates 329 
sales centres in North America, Europe, South America and Australia, 
through which it distributes more than 160,000 national brand and 
private label products to more than 80,000 wholesale customers.

SPRAA announces 
i n a u g u ra l  a w a rd 
winners
The Swimming Pool Retail Association 
Australia (SPRAA) has announced 
the inaugural winners of the SPRAA 
Awards. President Gary Nye presented 
the awards at the SPASA Australia 
Awards of Excellence Gala Dinner.

Rainwise Coburg was named 
SPRAA National Pool Store of the Year, 
with Poolside Frankston and Sapphire 
Wetwork announced as the runners up.

Lee Salisbury of Sapphire Wetwork was presented with the SPRAA 
Retail Salesperson of the Year Award. Runners up were Clayton Safet 
from Clark Rubber Midland and Mike Latchford from Clark Rubber 
Moorabbin.

The SPRAA Technician of the Year Award was presented jointly to 
Anthony Wheatley of Poolwerx Milton and Shannon Lynch from Clark 
Rubber Campbelltown. Caleb Birch from Clark Rubber Enfield was the 
runner up in this category.

AstralPool took out the Retail Supplier of the Year. Newline and 
Zodiac were announced as runners up.

Poolside Wodonga was named National Spa Retailer of the Year, 
with Clark Rubber Geraldton the runner up.

“SPRAA has achieved a lot in a short time, including our work to 
establish the Certificate 3 and 4 in Swimming Pool and Spa Service. 
We are delighted to have run the inaugural national awards for the 
after-market sector. The awards are a valuable way to recognise the 
outstanding businesses our members run,” Nye said.

Discover more about Theralux and how to 
become a dealer today.  
Contact your local IQ Account Manager  
or IQ Distributor on 1300 131 788.

Combining advanced filtration technology with a 
mineral enhanced additive, Theralux will provide 
the healthiest and safest swimming environment 
for your backyard. 

• Soft and natural feel
• Moisturises your skin as you swim
• Gentle on sensitive skin
•  Provides a natural relief to muscular complaints  

and relaxes your nervous system
• Eco intelligent and easy to use technology
• Super low running costs
• Operates at a low TDS level of 3000ppm
•  Offers the flexibility of running the system with 

or without a mineral additive

www.theralux.com.au

A DIVISION OF

‘One swim leaves you feeling calm, 
nourished, rejuvenated and revitalised. 
It’s like a natural bath in your backyard’
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MAKING WAVES

90% efficiency pool pump
Imagine a pump with 90% energy efficiency. Sound too good to be 
true? Well, it could soon be a reality, thanks to research from the 
University of Adelaide. Associate Professor Nesimi Ertugrul has 
used new magnetic materials to develop patented, highly efficient 
water pump systems with potential for widespread application.

Associate Professor Ertugrul and colleagues have used two 
emerging magnetic materials - called soft magnetic composite 
(SMC) and amorphous magnetic material (AMM) - and two novel 
production techniques to form the ‘stator’ within the electrical motor 
or generator. The stator is the stationary and magnetic part of a 
motor surrounding the rotor, which turns.

Both new techniques have been successfully developed and 
tested with small prototypes and have shown substantial energy-
efficiency gains: up to 90% energy efficiency in small motors, 
compared with 60 to 70% in conventional motors. The new motors 
are also smaller than their conventional counterparts for a given 
power output.

“Currently all commercial motors are made by pressing very 
thin metal sheets of silicon iron together and then stamping out 
the shape of the stator from the metal,” said Associate Professor 
Ertugrul, who works in the University’s School of Electrical and 
Electronic Engineering.

“This process is wasteful of the metal sheeting, and also limits 
the best use of available space for the copper wire needed in motors.

“We’ve produced new stators using SMC with no need for 
machining, no scrap metal and improved space utilisation for copper 
wire for greater power output.”

Working with industry partner Intelligent Electric Motor Solutions 
and using SMC material, the researchers have developed motors 
that operate at low speed with high power output and with low 
production costs, suitable for swimming pool and similar pumps.

The research teams have developed patented prototypes - using 
both SMC and AMM - and are now looking for additional investment 
partners to commercialise the technology.

Pool Ranger goes west
Pool Ranger’s new Western Australian 
operation is now open for business. 
Pool Ranger WA is located in the Perth 
suburb of Morley.

The new company will be managed 
by Wil l iam Lunt,  a wel l-known 
personality in the WA pool market, 
who has previously been involved with 
Monarch Industries, Poolrite and, more 
recently, Focus Chemicals.

Pool Ranger WA will carry the full 
range of Pool Ranger products, as well 
as supply from other major brands 
such as Zodiac, Pentair, AIS and Spa 
Electrics.

Uneven depth in Comm Games pool explained
A fault in the piston system that controls the moveable floor in the Glasgow 2014 
Commonwealth Games pool has resulted in an uneven pool floor. Due to the issue, 
the pool varies in depth from 1.88 to 2 m, The Sydney Morning Herald has reported.

Fortunately for the athletes, FINA and Commonwealth Games officials say that 
records set in the pool will still be valid. Pools used for the Olympic Games or 
world championships must be at least 2 m deep for the entire 50 m pool. However, 
FINA only requires pools to be 1.35 m deep for other competitions such as the 
Commonwealth Games.

According to SMH, the pool starts at 2 m deep, then slopes upwards to 1.88 
m at the 12 m mark and drops back to 2 m. The inconsistent depth is reportedly 
visible even from the stands. It has allegedly caused some technical issues for the 
underwater camera.

Variopool, a Dutch company, installed the floor and alerted officials to the problem 
the day before the competition began. The piston system reportedly became stuck 
and engineers aren’t willing to try to move it in case it becomes unusable and renders 
other records set in the pool invalid.
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“W
e find that pool owners often don’t 
consider the practical implications of 
pool cover operation before purchas-
ing; that is, how difficult or easy the 
cover is to retract or extend,” said Carl 

Voshege, GM of Remco Pool Covers & Enclosures.
“We know that many buyers end up with a product that gath-

ers cobwebs because it is difficult to use. Buying a low-cost, 
manually operated floating cover for a large pool may be the 
most economical option, but it may also be too difficult for the 
primary operator to use.”

Selecting a cover on price alone can be a false economy, 
Voshege says. Spending a little extra can save money down the 
track in reduced heat expenditure, water and chemical use, and 
pool maintenance.

Richard Norrish says the Elite Pool Covers team spends time 
with the client to ascertain what the cover is going to be used 
for. “A lot of clients come in and say, I’ve got young kids; I would 

Just as every pool - and its owner - is unique, so too are each customer’s requirements for a pool 
cover. Solar, mesh and rigid covers all have their pros and cons, as do pool enclosures, but what’s 
the best option for your client? We’ve asked some experts for their advice.

like some heating … We say to them, if you want heating and 
security, then you’re going to be in the upper end of the market,” 
said Norrish.

“If you just want heating, then you can get away with a nice 
easy solar blanket. If you want security where somebody can walk 
on it but you want it priced right, you can use a mesh cover.”

Covers vs enclosures - how do they compare?
In terms of heat retention, retractable pool enclosures are very 
comparable to pool covers, says James Hutchins, CEO of The 
Pool Enclosure Company.

Enclosures offer UV protection - a definite plus for customers 
with children or those who are sensitive to the sun. An enclosure 
can be opened partway so part of the pool is open air but the 
remainder is UV protected. An enclosure’s polycarbonate segments 
and rubber seals will heat not only the air inside the enclosure 
but will also heat the pool water by up to 10-15°C, Hutchins 
says, saving heating costs.

Image courtesy of Remco. 

COVERING ALL 
BASES
WHAT’S THE BEST OPTION FOR YOUR CLIENT?
Alice Richard
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According to Hutchins, the combined natural heating and 
heat retention qualities of enclosures make for far higher water 
temperatures than covers. An enclosure can be constructed with 
a low twin-wall polycarbonate enclosure that is designed specifi-
cally to retain heat.

Leave it out
Leaves can be the bane of a pool owner’s existence. Even with a 
cover, debris still needs to be removed from the top of the cover 
before swimming. And with some covers, some of that debris will 
end up back in the pool. No-one wants to be cleaning when they 
could be swimming. This is where enclosures come out ahead.

“We’ve got lots of clients that have had pool covers and they 
haven’t solved their problems with leaves. When people want to 
use their pool, they want to be able to jump straight in. With a 
cover, sometimes the leaves will go back in the pool and then 
you’ve got to clean the pool before you can swim. It makes things 
harder than just opening the door and jumping in,” said Hutchins.

Some debris can still slip through into the pool with a floating 
cover - and any debris that falls on the cover will stay there, 
potentially ending up in the pool when the cover is removed. In 
this instance, a mesh cover can be a solution. Because it sits 
above the water, any debris that falls on top of it can be blown 
or swept off prior to swimming. Rain will fall through the mesh, 
instead of pooling on top.

When water and debris collect on a solar cover, it can be 
difficult to clean.

“That’s why when we’re selling one we have to find out what 
is around the pool - how many trees, what they’re trying to keep 
out of the pool - because sometimes we have to talk them out 
of a solar cover and into a mesh cover,” said Norrish.

However, while mesh covers certainly keep leaves out of the 
pool, they have other drawbacks.

“If the customer is looking to reduce evaporation or the pool’s 
heated, then the mesh cover’s not going to do all those functions 
for them. It’s going to do a fantastic job of keeping the leaves out 
of the pool, but it’s not going to completely reduce evaporation 
and it’s not going to insulate a heated pool,” said Garry Long of 
ABGAL Liners & Covers.

“So then they have to balance up what’s the most impor-
tant. The floating blanket will keep leaves out of the pool, but 
because it doesn’t overhang the coping, it’s not guaranteed to 
keep 100% of leaves out of the pool - but it does insulate the 
water if it’s heated.”

ABGAL recently launched an inflated pool cover that, accord-
ing to Long, has the ability to self-clean leaves and debris. “It 
is ideal for situations where a there are lots of leaves or dust, 
or where the pool is in a high rainfall area and has a mineral 
sanitising system,” said Long.

“Pool owners with mineral systems want to avoid excessive 
fresh water entering the pool as it dilutes the concentration of 
the minerals and means the levels need to be rebalanced.”

Practical vs beautiful
Slatted covers give a pool “a refined architectural look”, Voshege 
says. They can be constructed of clear or translucent material so 
the pool lighting and interior are still visible.

By effectively converting an outdoor pool into an indoor pool, 
enclosures extend the swimming season to 12 months of the year, 
even without pool heating. However, they can’t quite compete with a 
rigid cover in terms of keeping the heat in the water, Voshege says.

“The natural greenhouse effect, combined with our insulated 
polycarbonate options, ensure that the environment inside the pool 
enclosure is pleasant during even cold days. Pool enclosures can 
also help in raising the temperature of the pool water, but not to the 
same degree as a good quality pool cover system,” said Voshege.

“It’s also important to mention that, in Australian conditions, 
pool enclosures need to be retracted in warmer months as the 
enclosed area can become unbearably hot. Significant thought 
then needs to be given to storing the enclosure behind the pool. 
If there is no room for the enclosure stack, a pool cover may be 
a more practical solution.”

However, this is only an issue for fixed, rather than retract-
able enclosures, Hutchins says. Building in ventilation windows or 
opening just a few segments can solve this problem.

COVERS VS ENCLOSURES
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“Considering the increased insulation, ease of use and poten-
tial to completely integrate the cover into new pools, commercial 
pool operators are finding it easier to rationalise the cost of this 
type of product.”

An enclosure will offer more benefit than a cover for an outdoor 
commercial pool, Hutchins says. “What an enclosure will do is it 
will offer year-round usage. With an outdoor pool, you’re not going 
to be giving swim classes outside in most cases; the pool’s going 
to be shut for a certain amount of the year,” he said.

“A cover for an outdoor swimming pool will be able to retain 
heat and reduce the water evaporation, but it’s not going to 
increase usage.”

Lifespan
“The lifespan of a cover is generally affected by how much it’s 
used. Some people will cover their pool permanently, so they 
remove the cover to swim and then they put the cover straight 
back on again. Therefore, the cover is not going to last as long 
as one that is used just for high evaporation periods or just for 
the winter period,” said Long.

“With mesh-type covers, we’ve had customers use them all 
day, every day and the average life is eight to 10 years. And then 
we have other customers that just put the cover on for holiday 

Benefit Solar Mesh Rigid Enclosure

Retains heat Yes, but not as well as 
insulated rigid covers

No Yes, better than other 
covers

Yes

Prevents evaporation Yes Less than other options Yes Minimises evaporation; 
cover/ventilation may 
be required to prevent 
condensation

Reduces chemical use Yes Not suitable for mineral 
systems in high rainfall 
areas

Yes Yes

Keeps leaves/debris out 
of pool

Some debris gets through; 
can be difficult to clean off

Easy to remove debris Some automatic covers 
are self-cleaning

Yes

Lifespan (depending on 
use)

5-20 years 8-10 years 10-15 years 40+ years

Cost (approx.) $500 $1200 $13,000+ $30,000+

Appearance Low profile; can be dif-
ficult to clean; roller can 
be unattractive

Pool stays clean but inte-
rior is not visible

‘Architectural’ look; usu-
ally hidden from view 
when retracted

Custom designed to suit 
environment and clients’ 
needs

“If the customer has a house that has a nice view, then the 
enclosure might look out of place. Or you could imagine some-
one’s got this beautiful tropical-looking backyard with fountains 
and ponds. To go and stick a big structure and block all that out 
is not going to be desirable,” said Long.

“Whereas a pool cover is more discreet and as soon as it’s 
taken off the pool, it doesn’t obstruct the look of the pool and 
surrounds.”

While this might be the case with an enclosure that’s out of 
proportion with its surrounds, Hutchins says each TPEC enclosure 
is custom designed so it’s in sympathy with its environment. For 
clients wishing to preserve their view, Hutchins recommends a low 
to medium enclosure with an angular design and clear polycarbon-
ate to ensure they can still enjoy the scenery.

Having said that, a fabric or mesh cover isn’t necessarily a 
less conspicuous option.

“The nasty fact is that you’ve got an ugly blanket and roller 
at the end of your pool, which a lot of people don’t like,” said 
Norrish. Recessed systems that hide the blanket and roller in a 
cavity at the end of the pool can solve this issue, as can roller 
covers that double as benches.

Commercial considerations
Voshege says commercial operators are increasingly opting for 
fully automated pool covers.

“There are serious OH&S implications with the installation of a 
manually operated pool cover for a large pool. A fully automated 
pool cover eliminates risk for pool operators,” he said.

“In addition, the key switch operation and speed of extension 
and retraction of these covers ultimately leads to the covers be-
ing used more often, significantly increasing the net benefits a 
pool cover offers.

“In a commercial setting, fully automated covers are often 
the slatted type. Slatted covers offer by far the most insulation 
levels available on the world market - on average, three times the 
insulation levels offered by the average bubble or foam blanket. 
Again, this translates into significant reductions in pool running 
costs of a normal covered pool.

Image courtesy of The Pool Enclosure Company. 

COVERS VS ENCLOSURES
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periods and for the winter period, and they 
might get 20 years out of their pool cover.”

“The average lifespan of a rigid cover? 
It really depends on how people look after 
their chemical levels, because that’s the 
biggest killer of a cover,” said Norrish.

“If the chlorine level gets too high, it 
can corrode everything - it just eats away 
at everything. Same with pH - if it gets too 
low and becomes acidic, it will even eat 
through stainless steel. Most rigid covers 
are warrantied for five to 10 years and 
you’ll easily get that out of them.”

Commercial pools are often used very 
differently to residential pools, and so 
lifespan can be quite different. 

“The lifespan of the commercial covers 
is five to 10 years, depending on how often 
it’s used on the pool, because sometimes [operators] might only 
use them for the colder period to minimise heat loss and not 
cover the pools up during the summer, so they’re just in storage 
through that period,” said Long.

While an enclosure represents a significant financial outlay, it 
lasts far longer than any cover. “Engineers have looked at the 
product all around the world and they’ve said the lifespan of the 
product is 40+ years,” said Hutchins.

Show me the money
“On an average-sized pool, you’re looking 
at about $500 for a floating cover and 
probably around $1200 for a custom-made 
leaf cover,” said Long.

“Our product range won’t compare directly 
with a cover,” admits Hutchins.

“The low to medium [height] enclosures 
start around the $30,000 to $35,000 
mark, fully installed. If you’re looking at 
an automatic cover, you might be looking 
at $10,000 to $20,000. 

“So we are probably two to three times 
more expensive, but the other side of it 
is that [the customer] can use their pool 
every day, making the pool more of an as-
set, and you solve the problem of debris 
getting into the pool.”

“Our rigid covers start around $16,000. Our average price 
would be around $22,000 to $25,000. That’s mainly because 
the pools are slightly bigger; the backyards are slightly bigger over 
here [in Western Australia],” said Norrish.

As with many things in life, there’s no magic bullet that will tick 
every single box for every single customer. Each project needs to 
be assessed according to the client’s requirements and budget, 
as well as their personal aesthetic preferences.

Image courtesy of ABGAL. 
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SANITISING TABLETS
BioLab has launched an additional version of its Smart Stick: 

BioGuard Smarter Sticks. The sanitising tablets combine the 

benefits of Smart Sticks with SilkGuard chemistry.

SilkGuard is an additive that protects against corrosion and 

staining by attaching itself to hard water components and metal 

surfaces. It can also reduce scale formation and soften water.

The tablets also contain Sunshield, which protects chlorine from 

degradation by the sun’s rays.

The tablets are designed for use with chlorine-based systems 

and all chlorine-compatible products. The product is classified as 

a Non Dangerous Good in Australia and Class 9 in New Zealand.

Chemtura Australia Pty Ltd

www.chemtura.com.au

POOL CHEMICAL MANAGEMENT
Pentair has re-released the IntelliChem pool chemical management 

system. The system automatically monitors pH and chlorine levels, 

dispensing the correct amount of chemicals as necessary.

The updated version is supplied with external peristaltic dosing 

pumps, enabling chemical containers to be situated safely away from 

other pool equipment.

The system uses a built-in Langelier Saturation Index calculator to 

let the pool owner know when the chemistry is in or out of balance.

The system can be used on its own or in tandem with other 

products from the company such as EasyTouch and IntelliTouch. It 

is compatible with salt chlorine generators, liquid feed pumps and 

CO2 systems.

Password-protected ac-

cess prevents tampering 

and accidental program 

change. A flow sensor 

ensures that chemical isn’t 

fed into the pool without 

a water flow, helping to 

prevent false readings and 

equipment damage.

Pentair Aquatic Systems

www.pentairpool.com
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TELESCOPIC POOL ENCLOSURE
The Laguna Grande Telescopic pool enclosure from The Pool Enclosure Company is 

designed to provide year-round usage of commercial/council facilities. It is designed 

to span widths of up to 17 m.

Once installed, the enclosure can help to reduce pool heating costs, water evaporation, 

chemical use and debris cleaning. It also increases water temperature and pool safety.

Easily operated by two people, the enclosure can be fully retracted within a few 

minutes, providing a versatile solution for enclosing a large outdoor swimming pool. 

It can be installed around existing pools or integrated into new build projects.

The enclosure is manufactured to ISO9001 quality standards and ISO14001 en-

vironmental management standards. It is constructed of aluminium, UV-protected 

polycarbonate, stainless steel and rubber.

A double-thickness extruded aluminium profile is used for the structure when spanning 

a wide pool and the profile can be powder-coated with any colour from the RAL colour 

scale. Polycarbonate is used for glazing due to its strength, flexibility and life span.

The enclosure’s track system is a patented, low-profile, ‘walk-on’ design, made of 

anodised aluminium.

All of the company’s enclosures are custom designed, with a number of optional 

design features available, such as lateral sliding, hinged or lift-up doors, and ventilat-

ing windows. For a large enclosure, an air handling system can be designed into the 

end faces of the enclosure.

The Pool Enclosure Company

www.thepoolenclosurecompany.com.au

BLANKET ROLLERS
Supreme Heating has available a range of 

blanket rollers that help make the process 

of removing and replacing a pool cover easy. 

The rollers are constructed of a stainless steel 

frame that is then powder-coated.

The rollers come with a hand wheel and 

brake, plus heavy-duty castor wheels to al-

low for full mobility. Each roller includes an 

adjustable strap system to fix to the blanket 

and a UV-resistant over cover to protect the 

blanket while it is stored on the roller.

The low-profile frame system is suitable for 

applications where height is restricted, such 

as when the roller is placed in an enclosed 

area or box.

A motorisation option is also available. The 

remote-controlled motors are fitted inside the 

roller tube and are therefore concealed. They 

do not require any additional space outside 

of the roller system.

Motorisation kits are supplied with a remote 

control and charging unit.

Supreme Heating

www.supremeheating.com.au

http://www.daisypoolcovers.com.au
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WINTER POOL COVER
The Pooltex Air shutdown cover enables pool owners to winterise their 

pools. Custom made to fit each pool using UV-stabilised reinforced 

vinyl, the cover can be fitted around spas, rocks, ladders and other 

protrusions.

The cover keeps sunlight out, preventing algae growth. It keeps 

pool water in but rainwater and debris out so that chemical levels 

remain static.

When the cover is installed over a clean, winterised pool, filter 

equipment can be switched off, saving electricity. Once the pool is 

winterised and the cover is inflated and sealed, the pool requires no 

ongoing maintenance, according to the company.

With no framework or floats, the cover is easily rolled up for stor-

age during summer.

The Pooltex Air is available through ABGAL Liners and Covers.

ABGAL Liners and Covers Pty Ltd

www.abgal.com.au

LOOPED LATERAL FIBREGLASS FILTER
Waterco has introduced a looped lateral configuration for its range of 

commercial horizontal fibreglass filters.

Conventional horizontal filter lateral systems consist of straight piping 

fitted with laterals along the length of the horizontal filter. This system 

can result in uneven fluidisation of the filter media bed.

The beginning of the lateral system experiences a strong flow of 

water, which gradually decreases along the length of the lateral piping. 

Backwash flow also decreases towards the end of each lateral, resulting 

in non-uniform lifting of the filter media bed.

Waterco says it has improved the hydraulic efficiency of its horizontal 

filter lateral system by looping its horizontal filter’s distributors and later-

als. A looped distribution/lateral system provides a more natural flow of 

water through the filter than a conventional lateral system.

A balanced water flow over the filter media bed’s surface can ensure 

that optimum water filtration and a more balanced fluidisation of the 

filter media bed is achieved during backwashing. Its individual laterals 

are shortened while maintaining media bed coverage, reducing the fric-

tion head loss of each lateral and further improving the filter’s hydraulic 

backwash efficiency.

The company’s looped lateral system reduces backwash run times, saves 

water and produces flatter, more uniform media bed after backwashing.

Waterco Limited

www.waterco.com.au

http://www.poolcovers.com.au
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FILTRATION AND SANITISING SYSTEM
PoolMac from AstralPool is a filtration and sanitising system incorporating wireless control of all 

functions and colour touch-screen control.

Pressure and flow sensors enable automatic backwashing of the filter, emptying of 

the Hydrospin pre-filter and total control over the chlorinator and pH doser. They also 

turn the pump off in cases of blockage to flow.

The system incorporates a hydrospin multi-cyclone device that is claimed to capture 

debris and particles down to 30 microns and uses only 3 L of water during cleaning. 

A sensor operates an automatic valve to clean the hydrospin when the accumulator 

tank is full. According to the company, this reduces the need for backwashing by 50%.

The in-built sand filter can operate using sand, zeolite or glass filter media, but has an 

automatic backwash valve to automatically clean the filter when dirty, which can prevent unneces-

sary water wastage. A sensor and motorised valve activate the backwash process only when needed, 

saving water, chemicals and heat (in heated pools).

A full variable-speed pump is controlled by the system. Rather than setting operating hours, users 

select city, suburban or country use settings and input the pool volume, average daily bather load 

and hours to exclude from operation. The system then calculates the daily hours of operation and the 

necessary pump speed to maximise energy savings.

The combination of pH and ORP sensing means that pH is automatically corrected, making the 

available chlorine as active as possible. This reportedly reduces chlorine levels, resulting in lower 

levels of buffer to control total alkalinity, a reduction in chloramines and fewer specialty chemicals.

AstralPool

www.astralpool.com.au

SOLAR POOL COVER
All Daisy Pool Covers are constructed using the company’s trademarked UltraDome tech-

nology, which ensures that every bubble has a consistent thickness with two-thirds of total 

polyethylene (PE) in the lower layer.

Since the lower layer of a cover is in contact with the pool’s corrosive elements, the com-

pany developed the thicker lower layer to ensure greater durability.

The covers are made of super-toughened polyethylene (PE) material. The company uses 

a moulding process that eliminates stretching and weak points that could make the cover 

more susceptible to physical damage. This process results in bubbles with a squarer profile 

than traditional solar cover bubbles.

The material contains tougheners to help minimise solar and chemical degradation. Ac-

cording to the company, the combination of the bubble shape and material provides greater 

resistance to corrosion from chemicals, salt and the sun, while reducing water evaporation 

by up to 97%.

Available in a range of thicknesses, the covers offer efficient insulation against heat loss by 

radiation and convection. The design gives maximum coverage of UV absorbers, quenchers 

and stabilisers across the cover to maximise insulation effectiveness, keeping the water warmer.

Daisy Pool Covers

www.daisypoolcovers.com.au

http://www.thepoolenclosurecompany.com.au
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http://www.cookeindustries.com.au
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www.doublebaysolar.com.au  |  1300 724 132  |  sales@doublebaysolar.com.au

SOLAR   |   GAS   |   HEAT PUMP

       

S O L A RDouble BaoDoDoDoDoDoo
eisure Coast &

Pool heating specialists
We can help you with your heating requirements

 18 years of service in the Pool industry

THE BEST SWIMMING POOL 
SANITISER IN THE WORLD

At 644 feet, The World is the largest 
privately owned yacht in, well, the 
world. Each of the ship’s 165 residences 
is privately owned, with an average 
onboard occupancy of 150-200 at any 
given time.

S ince  2002,  The Wor ld  has 
continuously circumnavigated the globe, 
with each year’s itinerary decided by the 
residents and captain. Residents spend 
around four months on board each year, 
waking up in a new destination every 
few days.

Catering to discerning residents, The 
World has the best of everything, be it 
food, wine - or swimming pool sanitising. When the smell of chlorine 
from the swimming pool located in the restaurant began attracting 
comments, The World management set out to find a solution. Their 
research led them to Australian-designed product Enviroswim.

Four years ago, Enviroswim received this feedback from The World: 
“We have used your ES3 model for nearly nine months now, and we are 
very happy with it. The water is very clear and without any odour of 
chlorine. It is a very easy system to maintain and the installation was 
easy also. As a bonus, we reduced the cost of chemicals and increased 
the lifetime on pumps, etc.

“In other words, it’s a win-win situation. Also, the service you give 
us is worth mentioning as it is excellent. Without a doubt, this is a great 
product for pool sanitising and I will recommend it to all pool owners.”

PROJECT COMPLETE

Enviroswim co-founder Phil Jones 
says that the system has worked 
faultlessly for four years and, aside 
from orders for anodes, he hasn’t heard 
a thing from The World.

The ship recently berthed in 
Brisbane, so Jones and fellow co-
founder Gary Stutt decided to visit.

“There’s a new environmental 
engineer on board now and he admitted 
that at first he was sceptical,” Jones 
said. Apparently his concern was that 
bathers would be at risk since the 
pool contains no added chlorine or 
equivalent.

“But his scepticism was short-lived after he saw the results of the 
Enviroswim on the pool water.

“Since the installation of the ES3 system on board, Enviroswim 
has gained the prestigious NSF 50 certification, so we took him 
through some of the laboratory testing we put the system through 
here in Australia and the NSF in the USA, resulting in the worldwide 
accreditation that we have achieved. We also showed him some of 
the comparisons with other systems. All this did was confirm what 
his senses had already told him and what our customers have been 
saying all along.”

Enviroswim
www.enviroswim.com
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R O U N DTA B L E

THE FUTURE OF 
CHLORINE

O
ur Roundtable participants - David Lloyd from In-
ternational Quadratics, Victor Quijada from Waterco 
and Jono Bristow from Zodiac - have more than 56 
years’ experience in the industry between them. They 
generously shared their time and their knowledge 

for the benefit of the industry and, of course, Pool+Spa readers.

European chic
While Australian regulations specify that chlorine levels in commercial 
pools need to sit between 1 and 3 ppm, in Europe the levels are 
much lower: the maximum allowed is 0.6 ppm. How do they do it?

“They do it by maintaining hygiene. The bathers can’t go in 
the pool unless they have a shower [first], plus they have a foot 
wash; there’s no food allowed around the pool; and their filtration 
is generally far superior to what we have here,” said Lloyd.

“So they kind of keep the problem out of the pool before it 
becomes a problem and, as a consequence, they don’t need as 
much chlorine. Not needing as much chlorine then reduces the 
chloramines that give you the problems.”

At the Swim Australia conference earlier this year, Bristow was 
told that the European public - not only pool managers and life-
guards - enforce the hygiene rules of showering before swimming 
and not wearing shoes around the pool.

“And it’s because of things like that that allow them to run their 
chlorine so low, because you don’t have all that big chloramine 

build-up because there’s not as much stuff in the pool to kill,” 
said Bristow.

“Chlorine gets a really bad rap for simply doing what it’s de-
signed to do. It’s designed to kill things and that’s what it does.”

People are often lazy, Bristow says, adding more chlorine at the 
first whiff of chloramines rather than working to bring their pool 
back into balance and letting the chlorine do its job effectively.

Could Australia follow Europe’s lead when it comes to enforc-
ing hygiene rules? A number of swim school owners at the Swim 
Australia conference said they would like to see every swimmer 
having to shower before entering the pool, Bristow said.

“I don’t think it’ll come through regulations at the moment, 
but it might come through the economics,” said Lloyd.

“If you go to the managers, the operators of the pool, and 
show them how much money they can save simply by putting a 
sign on the wall that says ‘Shower before entering’ or ‘No shoes’, 
that would be the most likely way to drive it.”

Just don’t hold your breath waiting for the government to 
change the regulations, Lloyd warns, if past regulation changes 
are anything to go by.

When in Rome
Europe seems to be where most of the action is, not just with 
regards to improved hygiene, but also in terms of new sanitising 
solutions.

Alice Richard

Recently, the Pool+Spa team sat down with three industry experts to discuss the future of chlorine in the 
pool and spa industry. We posed five questions to get the conversation rolling and the result was a healthy 
debate about key issues facing the industry today. Thus, the Pool+Spa Industry Roundtable was born.

David Lloyd: David has 
been involved in the pool 
chemicals market since the 
1980s, first as a chemical 
trader with Mitsubishi 
Corporation and then as 
Olin Corporation’s in-
dustrial chemical sales 
manager. In 2000, he 

purchased International Quadratics, followed 
by Pierce Pool Supplies in 2008.

Jonathan Bristow: Jono 
has worked in the pool 
care industry with Zodiac 
Group Australia for just 
over nine years. Currently, 
he is Category Manager 
for Watercare Appliances, 
Heating and Automation 
Solutions and brand cham-

pion for MagnaPool. Jono comes from a building 
trades background and spent eight years as a 
Category Manager with Makita Power Tools.

Victor Quijada : Victor 
is the Water Treatment 
Product Manager for 
Waterco, responsible for 
swimming pool and spa 
chemicals, water treat-
ment and chemical-related 
products. A chemical en-
gineer with postgraduate 

studies in marketing, he has more than 20 
years’ experience in the chemicals industry, 
particularly in specialty chemicals, research 
and development, and sales and marketing.
 
 

OUR PANEL
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“Where we see all of the action happening is Europe - 
Spain, particularly - Spain, France and Portugal. There’s lots 
of development with lots of little boutique-y companies hap-
pening,” said Bristow.

“In America, it’s all, ‘I want chlorine’. I want a saltwater 
chlorinator or I want liquid chlorine in my pool. Because labour 
is so cheap, I’ll get a pool boy in to dump chlorine in the 
water every other day.

“So innovation coming out of the States is almost zero. But 
in Europe, because they’re much more regulated environmen-
tally than we are, they’re always looking 
for alternatives. And we are seeing a lot 
of development, as I say, from a lot of 
very small, unusual companies. Those 
are the sorts of things that lead to the 
development of things like Hydroxypure 
and these hydroxyl radical systems. And, 
you know, you give those to engineers and 
scientists and who knows what’s going to 
come out of it next?

“It’s exciting stuff. I reckon the future 
of water treatment can be a really, really 
exciting space to be in. But chlorine will 
always be here.”

No-chlorine, low-chlorine or 
just plain old chlorine
While there are plenty of low- or no-
chlorine systems being released on the 
market, all three roundtable participants 
believe that chlorine will always be used 
in pools to some extent.

“I think the market is changing because 
there is a need for something besides 
chlorine. That’s why all these systems are 
being developed,” said Quijada.

“Chlorine’s going to stay, but we have got 
another market opening of people who need 
to move completely away from chlorine.”

Once these people embrace chlorine-free solutions, others 
will follow, Quijada says. “How big will the market be? I don’t 
know. I think it’s too early to predict what will happen.”

“When PoolRite first brought out MagnaPool, they never 
actually directly said, ‘Our system doesn’t produce chlorine’. 
They just never addressed chlorine. They removed it completely 
from the discussion,” said Bristow.

But swimmers whose children reacted to chlorine-sanitised 
pools found that their children could swim comfortably in a 
pool using MagnaPool. Many of these people assumed that it 
must be a chlorine-free system.

“But it wasn’t a chlorine-free system and it comes down to, as 
David was saying, the chloramines in the water. It’s the chloramines 
that cause the itchiness, the irritation and all of that other stuff.”

“It’s a bit Back to the Future. It was exactly the same story 
when they brought out salt chlorinators,” said Lloyd.

“They weren’t [called] salt chlorinators; it was [called] a 
salt pool. There was no chlorine in the pool - that was the 

impression that the builders gave. They sold it as a non-chlorine 
[solution] - but without saying it. They just didn’t talk about 
chlorine. They talked about salt.”

Follow the money
Another issue that may hamper the progress of new, non-chlorine 
systems is the expense of having new products approved. 
Hydroxypure uses hydrogen peroxide, which is an approved 
chemical, which makes it far easier to gain approval for use 
in commercial pools.

“The problem with trying to [launch] new products is that 
if I came out with a new product today, it would cost me 
upwards of half a million dollars to have it approved. There’s 
only two companies big enough [to manage this]. There are 
more companies like mine, which is a family business and I 
haven’t got a million dollars to throw at something that may 
or may not become approved,” said Lloyd.

“And that’s the limitation on developing new products in 
Australia, and it’s a shame. Even if you have [a product that 

R O U N DTA B L E

AS FAR AS CHLORINE’S CONCERNED, IT’LL BE HERE 
FOREVER. I CAN’T SEE IT DYING OUT ANYTIME SOON.
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Distributed exclusively by
Vendart Pty Ltd

P 02 9450 0466 
F 02 9450 0755

If you are cleaning test tubes, crushing tablets or 
waiting for reagents to react then the answer is 

probably yes. That’s the old way of doing things. 

The new way is LaMotte’s WaterLink Spin: A game-
changing photometer that takes little effort and just 60 
seconds to accurately and comprehensively analyse a 

water sample and produce a treatment report.

At the same time as it improves the standard of your 
water testing, WaterLink Spin will free your employees 
to spend more time with your customers, and take the 

frustration of ‘cocktail waitress’ water testing out of their 
days.

WaterLink Spin uses LaMotte’s famous DataMate 
water testing software which is cloud-based so you can 

monitor water testing at remote locations from a central 
office.

For more information email 
Vendart Pty Ltd on sales@vendart.
com.au or call our technical sales 

desk on (02) 9450-0466.

Are You 
Wasting Time 
Testing Pool 

and Spa Water?

www.vendart.com.au

“It takes me only 60 seconds 
to do 9 different tests.”

R O U N DTA B L E

is approved] in Europe, you can’t take that approval and bring 
it into Australia. They want you to do it all over again.”

Chlorine: an endangered species?
Given the popularity of non-chlorine systems and chlorine’s bad 
reputation, it’s easy to assume that the pools of the future 
won’t contain chlorine. But our roundtable participants were 
quite adamant that chlorine is here to stay.

“Chlorine’s been around for many years. You can find chlorine 
everywhere - as a product, it’s easily accessible,” said Quijada.

“You can determine easily how much chlorine is in 
a pool, with strips, a variety of methods to test how 
much chlorine is in the pool. That’s important from 
a sanitising point of view.

“There are many forms of chlorine: liquid chlorine, 
calcium hypochlorite, lithium hypochlorite, di-chlor, tri-
chlor, so there are many types that give you access 
to chlorine in many ways in different forms. You can 
dispense the chlorine - again, in different forms. You 
can generate it in situ using a saltwater chlorinator. You 
can dose manually. You can use dosers, erosion dosers, 
automatic dosers. So that’s why I think chlorine is the 
most easy-to-use, common disinfectant in the market.”

While non-chlorine systems are gaining popularity, 
it may be some time before they are widely used in 
commercial pools, Quijada says. Currently, testing of 
these methods can only be carried out manually; no 
automated testing system exists.

“Firstly, we don’t have the technology to measure 
them effectively and automatically in the water. Or, 
secondly, there is a methodology, but it’s too expensive 
to be considered practical,” he said.

We may eventually have the technology to auto-
matically monitor these systems, Quijada says, but 
until then, chlorine’s status as an easy-to-measure 
sanitiser will guarantee its continued use.

“The limitations in the future are probably the DG 
codes - the dangerous goods, or potential dangerous 
goods,” said Lloyd.

“You know, you’ve got the anti-terrorist people getting in-
volved - not with chlorine at the moment, but it won’t be long. 
And again, the main limitation is going to be what Victor said, 
being able to measure them and log them.”

“I think it will change. I think the likes of the Hydroxypure 
system will open up new doors for non-chlorine systems, I re-
ally do. I think that [Hydroxypure has] kind of set a benchmark 
for the rest of us, because there’s a big market for that. I 
mean, people don’t want chlorine in their pool because it gets 
a bad rap [when people] don’t maintain the pool properly,” 
added Bristow.

“But as far as chlorine’s concerned, it’ll be here forever. I 
can’t see it dying out anytime soon.”
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This Industry Roundtable is the first of many that Pool+Spa 
will host. What do you think are the key issues facing the pool 
and spa industry today? We’d love to hear your suggestions 
for future topics - get in touch! ps@westwick-farrow.com.au.

http://www.vendart.com.au
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http://www.poolranger.com
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I
t’s important to ensure that the tiles you choose are fit for 
purpose. Any tile or stone installed outdoors needs to be 
able to withstand the elements - and not just the sun and 
rain. For pool surrounds, tile and stone should be salt-safe, 
freeze-thaw resistant and have the required level of chemi-

cal resistance.
The freeze-thaw resistance of a tile or stone is dependent on 

its porosity and water absorption levels. If a tile or stone absorbs 
water, when the water freezes it will expand, exerting pressure and 
potentially causing cracks or spalling. While Australia’s climate is 
generally mild compared with the rest of the world, considerable 
temperature changes can stress tiles and stones.

As demand for saltwater pool systems increases, so too does 
the need for salt-resistant pool surrounds. Salt water can move 
through stone by process of capillary action. When the stone dries, 
the salt crystallises and expands, disrupting the stone’s internal 
structure and causing deterioration. This can lead to efflorescence, 
salt spalling and salt leaching.

To determine how salt safe a particular type of stone is, a salt 
attack test is conducted. This test is outlined fully as Australian/
New Zealand Standard AS/NZS 4456.10 Method A. In essence, 
the stone is immersed in a saltwater solution, then dried in an 
oven and cooled to room temperature. This action is repeated 
over 15 cycles, after which the stone is weighed to determine 
how much stone has decayed. A stone that has minimal decay 
(ie, less than 1% of its original weight) is deemed salt safe and 
is suitable for use near a saltwater pool.

According to stone expert Jim Mann, “A stone’s resistance to 
salt crystallisation has also been found to be directly related to 
its ability to withstand freeze/thaw cycling. Although this is not a 
problem in most of Australia, the test does provide a useful initial 
guide if you are selecting stone for higher altitudes.”1

Allowing for movement
While it’s perfect for swimming, the Australian climate can be 
hard on external tiling and paving and, in particular, swimming 

HOW TO ENSURE 
A POOL SURROUND IS UP TO SCRATCH

Tile consultant Colin Cass, of Techtile Consulting, sees a lot of tiling issues in his line of work. 
When it comes to pool surrounds, Cass says there are three main issues to consider to ensure the 
job’s done right: choice of materials, allowing for movement and material care and maintenance.

Alice Richard
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pool surrounds. Materials will expand and contract with changes 
in temperature and moisture, and different materials will expand 
and contract at different rates - with each material exerting pres-
sure on adjacent materials.

When pressure is exerted on tiles or stones due to thermal 
expansion, eventually something will have to give - usually in the 
form of cracking or tiles buckling or becoming drummy. Installing 
expansion joints in pool surrounds is vital. The expansion joint 
will deform when force from surrounding materials is exerted, 
relieving the pressure on the tile or stone and averting problems.

In a situation where a pool edge is more than a metre or two 
away from a wall, the thermal expansion of the paved/tiled area 
can be considerable. If there is no movement joint installed near 
the wall, the movement can only go in one direction: towards 
the pool.

“It’s got a free edge - nothing to restrain it - so the coping 
moves slightly towards the pool. When it moves towards the 
pool, it cracks close to where the bedding and concrete meet, 

so we end up with cracks in mosaics or tiles that are at the 
waterline,” Cass said.

Cass recommends installing an expansion joint both next to 
the wall and at the back edge of the coping. “You’re a mug if 
you don’t have an expansion joint both near the wall and at the 
back edge of the coping. If you don’t put them there, you’re going 
to get a crack in the waterline tiling at the depth of the coping 
and its bedding,” he said.

AS3858.1 - 2007, A guide to the installation of ceramic tiles, 
recommends a 6 to 10 mm expansion joint be built in at all pe-
rimeters and at 4.5 m intervals along straighter stretches. There 
is even special guidance given in this standard for where to place 
joints in copings and for tiling in constantly immersed conditions.

Care and maintenance
“My strong advice is to get from the supplier - and then supply 
to your client - very clear care and maintenance instructions,” 
Cass said.

“This is how you can protect yourself if the client comes back 
and isn’t happy.”

Developing a care and maintenance manual isn’t as daunting 
as it might first sound. To cover yourself, you need to take what 
is deemed ‘fair and reasonable’ steps to determine whether a 
material is fit for purpose, and to inform the client of any care 
and maintenance requirements for that material.

If any problems occur and you haven’t provided the client with 
this information, you leave yourself potentially open to litigation.

Key information to obtain from your supplier:
•	Technical data about the stone or tile: water absorption, specific 

gravity/density, etc.
•	Does the stone/tile need sealing or pre-sealing, and if so, 

which types of sealant are most suitable?
•	What is recommended for the three types of maintenance?

1. Spot maintenance: How to deal with spills.
2. Routine maintenance: How to clean the material on a 
regular basis.
3. Periodic maintenance: What needs to be done in the longer 
term to maintain the stone or tile, such as stain removal from 
leaves or efflorescence, moss removal, etc.
While the possibility of litigation is very real, there’s no need to 

panic. You can cover yourself by ensuring that the material you’ve 
chosen is fit for purpose, allowing for movement when installing 
and supplying your client with a care and maintenance manual.

As always, if ever you’re uncertain about a particular method 
or material, don’t risk it. Seek advice from a reputable source to 
make sure you’re covered.

1Mann, Jim. “Durability of stone: Testing the resistance to salt 
attack”. Discovering Stone, Issue 13, page 50-51. 
www.discoveringstone.com.au.
 
 

POOL EXTERIORS

Alice Richard

Image courtesy PJ Pools
pjpools.com.au
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“LIKE DIVING IN 
SILK SHEETS”

PROJECT COMPLETE

Diving at the SA Aquatic & Leisure Centre in Adelaide is like “diving in silk sheets”, according 
to one diver who frequents the facility.

Opened to the public in April 2011, the centre is credited with bringing elite aquatic sports 
back to South Australia. Since opening, it has reportedly been recognised as one of the finest 
competitive swimming centres in the world.

“Now we are probably the best in the world,” said Adam Luscombe, general manager of SA 
Aquatic Centre.

The facility was built to FINA standards, making it suitable for both national and international 
swimming events, including Olympic trials. The $100 million aquatic centre can accommodate 
4500 spectators and includes six pools including: a 10-lane, 3 m deep competition pool; a 55 x 
25 x 3-5 m dive pool; a 25 m program pool; a 15 x 12 x 1 m learn-to-swim pool; a toddler pool; a 
splashpad deck; and a slide entry pool. There are also two outdoor waterslides, both of which 
flow from a 15 m high access tower.

The facility was built using the latest in aquatic technology, including Myrtha’s stainless steel 
framing system and Neptune-Benson’s Defender regenerative media filters.

The Defender’s footprint requires on average 75% less construction space than an equivalent 
sand filter, which allowed Myrtha designers to use the area under the pool deck to house the 
overflow tank and filter room.

The six compact Defender filters installed at the centre filter nearly 9842 m3 of water across 
the facility’s various pools and attractions.

“The Neptune-Benson [Defender] filtration system has given us fantastic water quality 
for which we constantly receive praise from our customers,” said Gordon Friend, operations 
manager at the State Aquatic Centre.

“One of the most exciting aspects of the system is the extremely low water use. Our 
consumption is far lower than we ever expected.”

The Defender filter generates 90% less water and waste from backwash and requires 30% 
less chemicals and fuel and 50% less electrical energy.

In 2013, the Defender regenerative media filter received certification from the Smart Approved 
Watermark Program for its water-saving qualities. It is the only filter of its type to receive such 
recognition.

Neptune-Benson

www.neptunebenson.com

http://www.zelbrite.com
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PRODUCT
PAVILION

PORTABLE METER
The SAM-1 Smart Aqua Meter from Sensorex 

converts handheld smart devices into meters 

to measure and record pH, ORP, conductivity 

and temperature values.

The product plugs into the headphone jack 

of a smartphone or tablet and connects to 

Sensorec smart analytical sensors for meas-

urement. It is compatible with both Apple and 

Android smartphones and tablets.

The system replaces test kits containing 

reagents, vials or strips that rely on user 

interpretation and measurement.

The SAM-1 app, available as a free down-

load, recognises the smart sensor type and 

calibration data. The interface makes taking 

measurements and managing data easy, 

eliminating handwritten logs and the potential 

for transcription errors.

Time, date and GPS locations are automati-

cally recorded with each reading, and users 

can add location name and additional com-

ments. Readings can be shared via email or 

exported to a spreadsheet for analysis and 

record retention.

The SAM-1 is distributed by Envirosensors.

Envirosensors Pty Ltd

www.envirosensors.com.au

FLEXIBLE LED LIGHT LINES
Barthelme has added the W:AVE and C:URVE flexible LED lines to its AQUALUC prod-

uct family. Made in Germany, the products offer a total homogeneous opal illumination.

While the W:AVE flows up and down like a wave, the C:URVE curves from left to right. 

Due to the high light output, both versions are suitable for both decoration and illumination.

The products give homogeneous illumination over the entire light-emitting surface. A 

feed-in system enables several modules to be fitted together to form one homogenous 

light line without shadows or interruption.

Different shades of white as well as solid and changing colours are available. Appli-

cations include the illumination of a sheer waterfall from behind and underneath coping 

or incorporated into steps.

The LED lights are available through Form and Light.

Form and Light Pty Ltd

www.formandlight.com.au
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TRAINING
DECODING THE ACRONYMS

VET
Vocational education and training (VET) forms a part of tertiary 
education and training - specifically, accredited training in job-
related and technical skills.

VET qualifications include Certificate II, III and IV, Diploma and 
Advanced Diploma, Vocational Graduate Certificate and Vocational 
Graduate Diploma.

RTO
A registered training organisation (RTO) is a training provider reg-
istered by the Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) to deliver 
VET services. RTOs have been assessed by ASQA to ensure they 
provide quality education and nationally recognised training and 
qualifications according to a defined set of standards.

There are around 5000 RTOs in Australia. Currently, only 
two RTOs offer the Certificate III and IV in Swimming Pool and 
Spa Service: the Swimming Pool and Spa Alliance (SPASA) and 
Traxion Training.

SPASA also offers the Certificate III in Swimming Pool Building 
and Installation and the Certificate III in Swimming Pool Repairs, 
Servicing and Interior Finishes and the Certificate IV in Swimming 
Pool and Spa Building. While other RTOs offer training across a 
range of sectors, SPASA conducts education solely for the swim-
ming pool and spa industry.

AQF
The Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) specifies the stand-
ards for educational qualifications in Australia. The framework ranks 

qualifications on levels based on their complexity, from Level 1 
(Certificate I) through to Level 10 (PhD). A Certificate III is clas-
sified as AQF Level 3; a Certificate IV is AQF Level 4.

To make sure a qualification is an AQF qualification, look for 
the AQF logo or the words “This qualification is recognised with 
the Australian Qualifications Framework”.

RPL: get the recognition you deserve
Recognition of prior learning (RPL) is a great way to gain recog-
nition and credit for the skills you already have. It can help you 
finish your course earlier, reduce your study load and enable you 
to identify gaps in your knowledge so you only need to undertake 
the training required to meet the qualification.

To gain RPL, you’ll need to approach an RTO that is registered 
to deliver the qualification you’re hoping to attain. The RTO will 
then assess your skills and knowledge to grant you RPL. They 
will take into account things like:

•	Formal training or study, like school, college, adult education 
and work training programs.

•	Work experience, including paid and volunteer work.
•	Life experience, including skills attained through leisure pursuits 

such as musical, mechanical or linguistic abilities.
The RPL process involves three steps:

1. Working with the assessor, the student will have the opportu-
nity to provide information about their level of experience and 
knowledge with regards to the qualification.

2. The student will be asked to provide documentation (also referred 
to as ‘evidence’) that will support their application for RPL.

TRAINING

VET, RTO, AQF, RPL, RCC: you almost need 
a degree just to decipher the terminology 
associated with training in Australia. We 
break down the terms into plain language 
to help you get your head around what’s 
what in the training sector.

VET
RTO

AQF

RPL

RCC
VET

AQF

RTORCC

RPL
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3. The student will also be required to provide evidence from a 
third party who can verify their level of experience.
Evidence for RPL can include: business documentation, sam-

ples of your work, photos, information on training attended or a 
current résumé.

A dedicated assessor supports and assists the student through-
out the RPL process.

Evidence must meet certain rules:
•	Valid: It must satisfy all requirements of the unit of compe-

tency (UoC).
•	Relevant: It must relate directly to the UoC and be at a com-

parable standard.
•	Authentic: The assessor/s must verify that it is your work.
•	Current: The evidence must show current competence (ie, must 

not be more than two years old).
•	Sufficient: There must be enough evidence to cover all the 

performance criteria.

RCC
Recognition of Current Competency (RCC) is a process of assess-
ing that your skills are current, even if you have completed the 
requirements for a unit of competency or module in the past. 
This is sometimes necessary in cases where industry standards 
may have changed; for example, new technology may have been 
introduced since you gained the qualification.

The next step
The Certificate III in Pool and Spa Service is available as a 
traineeship for eligible new entrants in some Australian states. 
Traineeships offer a way to gain experience in the workplace while 
getting your qualification and earning a wage. There is some federal 
government funding available for employers of eligible candidates.

Still confused? For more information, visit www.training.gov.au, 
www.spasa.org.au or www.traxiontraining.com.au.
Editor’s note: Thanks to Spiros Dassakis from the SPASA Alliance 
and Wayne Bell from Traxion Training for their input into this article.

TRAINING

RPL IS A GREAT WAY TO GET RECOGNITION AND CREDIT 
FOR THE SKILLS YOU ALREADY HAVE.

http://www.supremeheating.com.au
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PRODUCT
PAVILION

SELF-PRIMING POOL PUMP
The Magnus self-priming swimming 

pool pump is available through 

Emaux Water Technology. The 

high-volume pump is avail-

able in 2- and 4-pole versions 

that are suitable for larger 

commercial filtration systems.

The pump has a large suction-

side pre-filter that ensures good 

pre-filtration capacity and hydraulic 

performance. The filter has a polycarbonate cover for easy 

viewing of pre-filter basket contents.

Standard connection flanges and a broad base help make the 

system robust. Counter-flanges are available on request. Fitted 

with the AISI-316 mechanical seal, the pump works with sea water.

The 4-pole motor gives power ratings between 3 and 10 HP. 

The 2-pole motor delivers 12.5 to 15 HP. The impeller is available 

in Noryl or bronze on all models.

Emaux Water Technology

www.emaux.com.au

RAILS AND LADDERS RANGE
S.R. Smith’s Artisan Series Designer Rails & Ladders are manu-

factured from marine-grade quality 48 mm OD stainless steel with 

polished weld joints. The series includes hand rails, stair rails and 

ladders.

According to the company, the rails’ curved styling offers a 

different look to traditional rail shapes. The patent-pending rails 

and ladders are available through major swimming pool product 

distributors throughout Australia.

More information, including product specifications, AutoCAD 

drawings and details of distributors, is available on the company’s 

website.

S.R.Smith

www.srsmith.com/au

http://www.sunvalue.com.au
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Filter Max Series
MFV available in 8 sizes. Manufactured 
from high density food grade. Polyethylene 
suitable for high performance & reliability.

EPH Series Heavy Duty Pump
This pump delivers high flow & energy ef-
ficiency ultra performance. 2” suction & a 
discharge port with transparent lid. A ring 
lock seal designed to eliminate suction 
leaks & maximise suction efficiency.

E-Lunnen Underwater Light
The sleek 35W colour changing LED uses less 
energy than your traditional Halogen underwa-
ter light. Continuous operation if a single LED 
fails. 7 fixed colours for individual preferences. 
8 fascinating pre-programmed colours from 
continuous to fading in & out.

Ultra Series Filtration Combo with Pre-Filter
Designed for easy set-up above ground pool, 
“ULTRA” Series filtration combo offers an eco-
nomical solution with user-friendly operation. 
The combo inludes durable top mount plastic 
filter tank, 4-way multiport valve and swim-
ming pool pump attached with base.

1300 293 633  info@emaux.com.au  
www.emaux.com.au

CREATING A 
HEAVENLY SPA

PROJECT COMPLETE

Located in Nusa Dua, Bali, the Westin Resort features the luxurious Heavenly Spa. Designed by 
spa design specialist AW Lake Spa Concepts, the 1200 m2 spa includes wet treatment rooms with 
steam showers, a hair salon, an indoor lounge and separate male and female wet areas with salt 
saunas, aroma steam baths and vitality pools.

Based on its extensive experience with high-end spas, Barr+Wray was brought in to take care 
of the technical aspects of installation for the pools and thermal areas. Barr+Wray installed its 
own equipment in the vitality pool, including the pool plant and pool attractions, as well as the salt 
saunas, aroma steam baths and VIP steam showers.

The sauna incorporates a real salt wall that is lit from the rear, emanating both literal and 
figurative warmth. The steam rooms are tiled with an exclusive mosaic that incorporates fibre-
optic starry sky lighting.

No project is without its difficulties, and Barr+Wray faced several during the installation process. 
The spa designers did not factor in the requirement for a pool plant or balance tank. Barr+Wray 
considered several options before settling on a very long, thin plant between the road and the main 
building. This compromise made the installation more complex: as the equipment was spread out 
through the plant, longer pipe runs were required.

Another hiccup involved the air jets. The pools were initially designed to include Barr+Wray 
water and air features that the company has supplied all over the world. A value engineering 
exercise forced the company down the route of simple HydroAir jets. These initially did not function 
correctly as air was not being drawn into the pool.

Some detective work led the company to realise that the nozzles were supplied with the wrong 
internal fitting, meaning that the effect was lost due to the air entrainment.

“With new nozzles purchased, all was resolved,” said Derek Barton, managing director of 
Barr+Wray.

Barr+Wray installed several automation systems for the spa, including an automatic chemical 
controller. “We believe that manual dosing is rarely justified, even in commercial pools,” said Barton.

The Hanovia ultraviolet (UV) sanitiser is also automated. It has an automatic wiping system that 
cleans the system and prevents a build-up of body fats sticking to the hot lamp. This commercial-
grade UV system also reduces the chemical content of the water, making the backwash discharge 
more environmentally friendly.

Completed in December 2013, the Westin Resort Nusa Dua’s Heavenly Spa is already winning 
awards. It was voted Country Winner in the Best Luxury Wellness Spa in the 2014 World Luxury 
Hotel Awards and also came in as a finalist in the Best Luxury Day Spa category.

Barr + Wray (H.K) Limited

www.barrandwray.com
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ON WITH THE 
(SPA) SHOW!

“M
ichael and I met and started talking 
about an ethical vehicle for getting work 
for quality salespeople and overcoming 
the stigma that our business is noth-
ing more than a sideshow,” Hunsinger 

said. “We believe that if you put the same business practices to 
selling spas as you do to selling multimillion-dollar homes, you’ll 
be successful.”

Spa Show Pro launched in 2011 and is now a strong success 
with a network of about 40 sales professionals and a calendar 
booked with events for months to come. Looking to put on an 
event at your dealership? Here’s some advice from the experts 
themselves.

1. Consider what kind of event you want to hold.
Generally, there are three different kinds of spa events: the 
home show (at which you exhibit alongside other companies), 
the tent sale and the super sale. Tent sales and super sales 
are similar in concept - both are big events that take place at 
your location - but differ in scale.

“The tent sale is the most economical of the three, whereas 
with a super sale, you can spend in excess of US$60,000 to 
US$70,000 to put on a successful sale,” Hunsinger said.

But what you put into it is a sign of what you might get 
out of it.

“Your risk with a tent sale is far less, but you’re not going 
to do a million dollars,” Hunsinger said. “My best super sale 
was US$2 million in four days.”

2. Create a plan …
“My recommendation is to create a roadmap of what your goal 
is and go backwards,” Hunsinger said.

“Let’s say I want to sell 30 units. If I sell 30 units, how many 
salespeople do I need to do that? If your average sales guy sells 
six spas, and you want to sell 30 units, then you need to bring 
in five spa guys.”

3. … and do it way in advance.
If you do find you need to hire more people to assist in your 
show, it’s best to plan ahead.

“In many cases, I would say a year is the best way to go,” 
Coleman said.

“If you are going to use show guys, you have to book them 
early, otherwise you’re going to end up with a tier two salesman,” 
Hunsinger added.

4. Remember: looks matter.
“If you just put product out there that has no presentation, con-
sumers aren’t going to be attracted to it,” Coleman said.

“We find dealers are more successful when they put some ef-
fort into their booths and dress them up with decorations: place 
settings, little bar kits, trees in the booths, plants, banners that 
show relaxation and what the products really offer people.”

To put it another way: spa dealers have complete grasp of 
their product and how it appears in a backyard environment. 
Customers, on the other hand, need some help.

“There are a lot of folks who don’t have vision; they have a hard 
time seeing what you describe, so if you just build what you’re 
describing, they come in and say ‘I want that,’” Coleman said.

5. Critically consider your sales force.
Not all spa sales staff are created equal.

“Event people are far different than showroom salespeople. 
This is key,” Hunsinger said.

Cailley Hammel

Travelling salesman is a profession with a slightly 
shady reputation, but Sean Hunsinger and Michael 
Coleman are out to change that. The duo are 
co-founders of US-based Spa Show Pro, a 
company that sends skilled sales staff - or 
‘event specialists’, as Hunsingzer 
and Coleman say - to spa dealers 
and manufacturers nationwide to 
lend their expertise and keep 
the cash register ringing. And 
the key to their success? 
A moral, fair approach.
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According to Hunsinger, a customer will visit a showroom 
about three times before making a purchase, giving the sales 
rep plenty of time to show off the features, answer questions 
and even offer a test soak. 

That’s not the case at an event.
“The sales cycle is much shorter and the sense of urgency is 

much greater at an event,” he says.
Can your sales team adapt to the fast-paced atmosphere of 

a tent event or home show?
“There are some salespeople that can do both, but they are 

very few and far between,” Hunsinger said.

The six-step sales process
Below, Sean Hunsinger shares how the sales process works in 
the event environment. Remember, the interaction described 
below takes place in roughly 30 minutes or less.

1. Introduction
“You need to find common ground. You can do it with humour, 
with lightness, with a variety of things, but you have 30 seconds 
or less to get that customer to open up to you.”

2. Prospecting
“You have to find out if they’re capable of buying and if they’re 
willing to buy. This stage is huge, because a lot of people are 
capable of buying, but aren’t going to buy today. A lot of people 
are willing to buy, but they don’t have the means to. So in an 
environment where you have to maximise your potential, you 
have to find those people that are capable and willing to buy.”

3. Discovery
“Ask them some pointed questions to find out what their needs 
are, and using your expertise, find the product that best fits 
their needs,” Hunsinger says. If, for example, your prospect 
wants to entertain, show her a spa with plenty of seating. 
If she wants to soothe arthritic pain, show her a model with 
hydrotherapy features.

4. Presentation
“The presentation stage involves finding out what the customer’s 
hot points are, addressing those hot points, and relaying them 
back to the customer,” Hunsinger says. Go back to the discovery 
phase, consider what your prospect told you he/she is looking 
for, and show how this particular model fulfils those needs.

5. Q&A
Naturally, customers are going to have some questions before 
making a big buy. Take some time to answer them.

6. Close
Try one of the following approaches to get a final answer from 
your guest:

Tie-down approach: Ask a series of questions to convince 
the prospect to commit. (Hunsinger likes these three: “You said 
you were looking for X, correct? This product fulfils your needs, 
correct? What’s our next step?”)

“A series of little yeses will get the big ‘yes’ at the end,” he says.
Simple approach: “Sir, what do you think? Can I put a spa 

in your backyard?”
Either/or approach: “Would you like this in the blue colour 

or would you like this in the red colour?”

6. Don’t neglect your showroom
“Sometimes, when you take your best salesmen out of your 
showroom and you send them down to a home show or an event, 
you lose sales in your showroom because there are people who 
prefer to purchase that way,” Coleman said.

As a matter of fact, you may want to keep an eye out for 
when your competitors have spa sales, Coleman says. When one 
dealership holds a sales event, traffic at a competing showroom 
often spikes.

This article reproduced with the kind permission of AQUA Magazine. 
To read the original article, visit http://bit.ly/1tU9pK0.
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SPAS

POOL PH AND CHLORINE CONTROLLERS
The BECS Technology BECSys5 pool pH and chlorine controllers enable commercial pool owners and 

operators to control multiple pools remotely.

Using a single, blue CAT5 Ethernet cable to the plantroom, the controllers enable users to view all of 

a site’s pool plant performance simultaneously on a PC screen. This gives immediate notification of any 

alarm conditions (with automatic alarm call-out by email or SMS to up to eight contacts) and 

allows simple remote adjustment of setpoints and alarm points by the operator from the office.

This feature is available to any size pool or aquatic centre using a single CAT5 cable or 

BECS Wi-Fi module and the PC connection software provided with BECSys controllers.

BECSys for Windows software is Windows 8 compatible and is easy to install, set up and 

use. According to the company, this can reduce the amount of cabling and electrical engi-

neering required between the plant room and offices, with the system being fully compatible 

with most PCs and Council networks.

Modbus compatibility is an option for BMC systems. A mobile device server is also available 

if operators wish to control the pool remotely using an iPad, iPhone or similar Android device.

A free app is available from BECSys controllers for remote monitoring of the control sys-

tems, enabling monitoring of all aspects of filtration and chemical-dosing plant performance.

BECSys5 controllers are available through Tim Batt Water Solutions.

Tim Batt Water Solutions

(02) 9948 4177
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www.sidechannelblowers.com.au
Phone 03 9484 5719

Continuous 
Duty Blowers
If you want efficient, reliable aeration, 
along with quality advice and support, 
ESAM is the blower for your business.

Benefits of ESAM blowers:
• Energy efficient aeration
• Delamination of temperature layers
• Smooth & quiet operation
• 5 Year warranty
• Induction motor (brushless)

…and service to you is our priority.

PRODUCT
PAVILION

LEAK DETECTION SERVICES
Australian Leak Detection conducts accurate, non-

destructive detection of leaks in residential and com-

mercial swimming pools and spas using electronic 

leak detection equipment.

The company uses LeakVue technology, which 

verifies water loss in as little as 15 min. The LeakVue 

sensor uses laser technology to detect minute drops 

in water level. This will calibrate mm/cm and litres lost 

to show water loss over a 24 h period.

It can help to determine if a pool is leaking and will 

also confirm the success of repairs to a leaking pool.

The company can pressure test pipes and locate 

leaks precisely using various electronic leak detec-

tion equipment and methodologies. Pressure testing 

of pipes during various stages of pool construction 

can ensure the integrity of pipe work and prevent 

issues arising.

Other testing includes thorough structural tests, plus 

checking of lights, expansion joints, hydrostatic valves, 

vinyl liners, balance tanks and pipe penetrations. The 

company also carries out and coordinates all repairs.

The company has franchises servicing Victoria, Northern 

Territory and South-East Queensland. 

Australian Leak Detection

www.australianleakdetection.com

http://www.sidechannelblowers.com.au
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The biggest thief
In our personal lives and in business, time is our biggest thief. 
There is no mystery about managing time. Everyone has 24 
hours each day and 168 hours each week to eat, sleep, work, 
relax, exercise … nobody has any more than anyone else.
The Pareto Principle or the 80/20 rule applies to most of the 
time we spend at home and at work. The Pareto Principle is 
an incredible tool for growing your business. For instance, if 
you can figure out which 20% of your time produces 80% of 
your business’s results, you can spend more time on those 
activities and less time on others.
The Pickle Jar Theory is a time management theory based 
on the idea that time has limited space. Consider a pickle 
jar that you choose to fill with pickles, marbles and sand. 
Each item in the figurative pickle jar represents a specific 
priority. The exercise illustrates that you can always fit more 
things into your day by prioritising large and small priorities. 
The trick is to put the big pickles in first, then the marbles 
and then the sand.
Parkinson’s law states: “Work expands so as to fill the time 
available for its completion.” By way of example, if you have 
a sales budget which is due to be completed next week, the 
sales budget will only be finished next week. But if your boss 
gives you two months to complete the sales budget, then the 
sales budget will take two months to complete. Time pressure 
forces us all to complete tasks at a particular time. If there 
is no pressure attached to a task then it will take forever to 
finish. Therefore, the more time you give yourself for a job, 
the more time that particular job will take.
Procrastination occurs when you put off tasks that you should 
be focusing on right now. There are many reasons people 
procrastinate; these may include absence of priorities, lack 
of motivation, perfectionism or the hope that the task will 
magically go away. In many instances, procrastination may 
be the most expensive, invisible cost and biggest enemy to 
a business.
The best approach for managing your time is to plan intel-
ligently and live intuitively. Continue to set goals, prioritise and 
re-prioritise tasks, schedule your time according to priority, cut 

external distractions and keep an 
organised work area.
Someone once told me that 
planning your time is a waste of 
time. While there is some truth 
to this view, without a plan there 
can never be any progress or suc-
cess and no start or finish point.
Comments welcome: spiros@
spasa.org.au.

Spiros Dassakis

http://www.waterco.com
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STRETCHED POLYMER MEDIA 
FILTER

The innoSphere high-rate stretched polymer 

media filter from Poolrite is a one-piece, blow-

moulded tank that uses patented technology 

for maximum strength.

Made from 100% recyclable PET (poly-

ethylene terephthalate), the tank is 

claimed to be up to 70% lighter 

than other tanks on the mar-

ket. The PET material is UV 

stabilised.

A dispersion inlet overd-

rain gives a smooth, even 

flow of water into the fil-

ter tank. The underdrain 

design ensures maximum 

flow for efficient backwash-

ing, which can increase time 

between backwash cycles.

The tank’s non-corrosive con-

struction makes it suitable for all types 

of sanitation. It is suitable for use with the 

company’s V2000 valve.

The innoSphere is designed and manufactured in Australia.

Evolve Supply Chain Pty Ltd

www.evolvegrp.com

POOL HEATER
The MasterTemp 125 from Pentair is a high-efficiency heater for bodies 

of water up to 30,000 litres.

The heater uses pre-mixed gas combustion technology, giving 

82% thermal efficiency. According to the company, the heater offers 

energy savings and operating features previously available only from 

larger heaters.

The easy-to-read digital display can be rotated to suit any installa-

tion orientation. Weighing 37 kg, the compact heater is easy to install. 

The enclosure is corrosion and UV resistant.

The heater’s hot-surface igniter removes the need for pilot lights. 

It can be installed on combustible surfaces and also indoors with 

commonly available fluing. The heater is fully compliant to Australian 

gas codes.

Pentair Aquatic Systems

www.pentairpool.com

http://www.shop.abgal.com.au
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ON REFLECTION

PROJECT COMPLETE
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The team from Tassie Pools and Spas certainly had their work cut out 
for them when designing and installing a water feature for the luxurious 
Saffire Freycinet resort. Despite the difficulties, the company pulled 
off the project with aplomb - and scored a handful of awards for the 
project to boot.

Construction of the resort was already well underway when the 
Tassie Pools team started work on the water feature, which comprises 
a series of outdoor reflection ponds with waterfalls and a foyer entry 
reflection pond with a 5 metre flow-over waterfall to a pond on the 
floor below.

Detail drawings of each stage were only produced as each 
construction began on that stage, so the Tassie Pools team had to 
work on the fly. Much of the team’s work was done by way of on-
site measurement and drawing each floor with its own CAD system. 
The company maintained constant contact with the architect, site 
manager, foreman, builders, air-conditioning contractors, plumbers 
and electricians to ensure the pipework cleared air-conditioning ducts, 
conduits and plumbing.

A five-hour round trip to the site added extra pressure and meant 
the Tassie Pools team had to be on top of the job to ensure they kept 
ahead of the other tradespeople and the design work required to 
complete each stage.

Designed by architect Peter Walker while director of Tasmanian firm 
Circa Morris-Nunn, Saffire’s main building forms a ‘stingray’ shape. 
Entry to the building is via the ‘tail’, where a series of ponds linked 
by waterfalls lead guests to a series of stepping stones across a final 
pond to a viewing platform from which to take in the spectacular view 
of The Hazards mountain range on the horizon. Water from this pool 
drops over the side beside a staircase, ending in a collection pool on 
the lower floor.

The building’s curved roof, walls and wings with offset centres 
presented Tassie Pools with some issues. Construction to perspective 
dimensions made even a simple collection tank a “nightmare” to make, 
according to Tassie Pools’ David Payne. Aligning fittings and pipework 
was also a struggle due to the size difference of end sections over 
5 m. Trying to align the balance tank with the waterfall edge from 
the upper floor and ceiling space constraints on the lower level also 
proved difficult.

But the biggest challenge of the whole project, according to Payne, 
was the request to have a waterfall flowing over a 5 m stone face from 
the upper to the lower floor. “What began as a 75 mm deep reflection 
pond finished at 50 mm deep, but even at the original depth it was 
not possible to get this level of flow and maintain a reflection pond 
surface,” said Payne.

The second floor stairwell had been constructed and 1 m deep beams 
were boxed for pouring on the upper floor. Having cast his eye over 
these lines and measured the stairwell opening, Payne said it was clear 
that any waterfall from the floor above was not going to fall into a pond 
below, but rather into the middle of the stairs.

To find a solution, Tassie Pools built a half-length prototype of the 
waterfall in its factory. This included a manufactured raindrop-style 
waterfall as the flow, which could be controlled more easily than a 
full sheet.

The only parameter that the company could change in the building 
design was the angle on the waterfall’s stone face - so this was taken 
to the maximum allowed angle. The raindrop waterfall angle and flow 
were also changed and Payne and his team experimented with flow 
rates, angles and measurements, recording them and producing CAD 
designs.

The flow required and the 25 m run to the waterfall pumps meant 
that pond #2 (on the lower floor) required more volume as a balance 
tank. This could only be achieved by increasing the depth and height 
of the tank.

A decision was made on the stone to be used on the waterfall face, so 
full stones were machined. After some crude flow testing over different 
surface finishes, a less polished finish was decided on as it slowed the 
water enough that it followed the end profile and mixed with the main 
raindrop waterfall to give the impression of water flowing from the 
upper reflection pond to the pond below.

Part of the brief was to design each water feature so it is 
self-cleaning and easy to maintain. Sustainability was also a key 
consideration, with low-chemical treatment options favoured.

Native scrub covering the surrounding sand dunes posed several 
problems for the external pond. Davey sand filtration was selected to 
cope with higher filtration loads. A Davey silencer pump with a large 
leaf strainer and water cooling were used to minimise noise as there 
was no provision for a separate plant room.

Saffire has its own sewage and greywater treatment plant with 
biofilters and ozone/UV treatment, with greywater produced being 
re-used throughout the site. All wastewater from the water features 
goes through the plant; therefore, chemicals need to be kept to a 
minimum. Isaac ozone water treatment and minimal bromine levels are 
maintained through a Chemigem controller to allow all waste water to 
go through the plant.

All ponds and equipment were designed to minimise impact on the 
environment while keeping cleaning and maintenance to a minimum. To 
do this, Tassie Pools installed large sand filters on the outdoor ponds 
with Zelbrite filter media. The company says this set-up provides 
optimum filtration and reduces backwash time and water, while reducing 
running costs.

In the end, Tassie Pools’ hard work paid off: the project won a gold 
medal for Best Water Feature in the 2013 SPASA Victoria Awards of 
Excellence and a silver award in the 2013 SPASA Australia National 
Awards.

“It was pleasing to work with project managers, architects and 
builders who had the confidence in us to provide our part of a water 
feature that evolved as the project progressed and met or exceeded 
the brief with some outstanding results,” said Payne.
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1800 80 60 60 
www.cordellprojects.com.au

*

*conditions apply

NEVER MISS OUT
ON AN OPPORTUNITY 

AGAIN!

NEVER MISS OUT
ON AN OPPORTUNITY 

AGAIN!

CONNECTINGCONNECTING
YOU TO THE POOL 

INDUSTRY SINCE 1969
YOU TO THE POOL 

INDUSTRY SINCE 1969

SANITISING SOLUTIONS

Our chlorinator will constantly generate chlorine to your 
preferred output and is built for reliability. Quite simply, our 
chlorinator is made in Australia for our climate and lifestyle. 

 
Our climate is tough on pools and equipment.  

Australians need a chlorinator that can handle all conditions.  
The Aquajoy Unique chlorinator is backed with a 6 year  

pro-rata warranty on the cell and 3 year full  
warranty on the power pack.

The Aquajoy Unique chlorinator by Joy Pool Systems has 
evolved over the years to become one of the most preferred 

chlorinators used by the pool industry. 

JOY POOL SYSTEMS
Unit 21, 2 Richard Close, North Rocks, NSW 2151
Ph (02) 9630 5011   |   Email sales@aquajoy.com.au
www.aquajoy.com.au

FITTINGS TO 
HANDLE THE 

HEAT

Looking to reduce gas bills for its heated swimming pool, independent 
girls’ school Perth College decided to install an evacuated tube (EVT) solar 
pool heating system.

EVT systems can produce twice the heat per unit of a traditional flat 
plate panel system and is efficient enough to keep the pool well heated in 
cooler months.

The 50-metre, eight-lane swimming pool gets quite a bit of use: not 
only is it used by the school, it is also home to the Perth City Swimming 
Club which facilitates swim teaching, coaching, learn-to-swim sessions 
and squad training. It is also home to the Perth Swim Academy, a centre of 
excellence for education, instruction and development of swimming sports.

Perth College engaged Supreme Heating WA to install a 72-panel EVT 
system. The company specialises in energy-efficient heating solutions for 
homes and pools and was able to turn the project around in five weeks.

The system is designed to produce water at very high temperatures, 
so Supreme Heating needed a copper joining solution that could cope with 
the temperatures.

“We needed a solution that could be guaranteed,” said Craig Doncon, 
principal of Supreme Heating.

“We looked at both the Viega Propress system and a competing system, 
and were given assurances by Viega that their fittings won’t fail up to 
200°C. With the other system, we were frustrated that it wouldn’t handle 
high temperatures beyond 25 mm.

Viega’s offering is capable of handling peak temperatures of 200°C for 
the duration of stagnation events, according to Rod Luker, Viega’s national 
sales manager.

For the Perth College project, Supreme Heating used a range of fittings 
from DN20 to DN65 mm.

“Viega had a wide range of sizes to support the EVT system design,” 
said Doncon.

Another factor for choosing the Viega fittings was the simplicity of 
use, Doncon says.

“The tooling is easy to use, lightweight and functional for repetitious 
work. Speed of work was also important. For example, using the Propress 
system saved me around two weeks of work - and that included pressure 
testing.”

PROJECT COMPLETE

http://www.cordellprojects.com.au
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SPA STEP
The Life spa step is available from Pool Systems. It is 

designed to fit up against either rounded or straight-sided 

spas or hot tubs.

The spa step is easily assembled and provides a solid, 

stable entry into the spa or hot tub. A textured, rugged 

tread ensures a stable footing platform.

The step requires no maintenance and its colour-fast 

pigmenting and UV stabilisation means it will last for years, 

according to the company.

Pool Systems

www.poolsystems.com.au

STAINLESS STEEL WIRE POOL FENCE
Sentrel has released a streamlined aluminium vertical stainless 

steel wire pool fence as an alternative to its timber version.

The system incorporates a self-tensioning vertical 316 stainless 

steel cable system that is set in the factory, with no re-tensioning 

required during the life of the system. Being powder coated, the 

system is available in a range of colours.

A low-voltage LED lighting system can be built into the lower 

rail to delineate any perimeter. Lighting is available in a range 

of colours.

The pool fencing has NATA-approved certification.

Sentrel Pool Fencing

www.sentrel.com.au

http://www.poolpoppits.com.au
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T
he best way to set up and maintain more than one loca-
tion varies greatly due to many complicating factors that 
can be frustrating and daunting to endure. But don’t be 
afraid to expand your operations just because it can be 
difficult. The rewards are great if handled properly, and 

it may be essential for the long-term prosperity of your business 
to add at least one more location.

Here are what challenges you should be prepared to encounter 
from starting a new location to running it, along with recommen-
dations of how to handle them effectively.

Let customer demand guide you
Consumer demand should be the main issue that determines 
whether you need another location. If you have many steady, 
loyal customers based several miles from you, it makes sense to 
review the financial feasibility of adding a location closer to them.

Also, if you are losing customers to your competitors in one 
area, it may be worth establishing operations there in order to 
regain market share. No matter how great your products and 
services are, some people will weigh convenience as the top 

element in choosing which pool store to patronise. You need to 
respond appropriately in such situations if you want to target them.

The old maxim: location, location, location
Real estate agents have touted the mantra for decades: it’s all 
about location. And for retailers, location is especially critical when 
considering where to put your second (or third, or more) store.

This is especially true in thinking where to put your second (or 
more) store. First, it needs to have easy access for deliveries and 
enough square footage to hold your inventory. A large parking lot 
also helps, as does a close proximity to other retail establishments 
to attract interest from other shoppers.

Avoid signing a long-term lease that will lock you into staying 
in a spot not as conducive to customers. At the same time, resist 
moving to a different site after less than three years, as this can 
produce confusion and be costly as you relocate products and 
office equipment frequently.

It typically takes six to eight months to secure a lease and 
open a store, but there is more to contemplate. How much will 
it cost to renovate an older building? Can it be open in time for 

HOW TO OPEN AND MANAGE 

MULTIPLE STORES
Tara Onthank*

“What should I consider when 
adding another location for my 
pool business?” This is a question 
the Rising Sun Pools & Spas team 
and I have faced before, having 
opened two stores aside from 
our showroom headquarters. On 
top of that, we’re planning on 
opening another new location in 
the next few years.
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the busy spring and summer seasons? These questions need to 
be researched and addressed so that you make a prudent final 
decision on location.

Get the staffing in order
When we opened our express stores, we moved trained employees 
from within our main store to operate them. This is much less 
time consuming than having to train newcomers unfamiliar with 
water chemistry and other questions they would face on the job. 
Additionally, each store manager has at least one backup from our 
main office to help whenever that person is sick or on vacation.

Having people who know how you already operate on staff 
prevents a lot of miscommunication and confusion from occurring 
at the new location. This is a huge plus.

Make a big deal about the openings
The official opening of your new location should be big. Encour-
age people to come out with mascots, activities for children and 
other extras to bring attention that you have another location 
coming together.

The caveat here is to do the grand opening a few weeks after 
being in business. With a soft opening, you can work out the kinks 
and set up your inventory properly. A smooth grand opening will 
make it easier to generate good word of mouth for you thereafter.

Do not duplicate everything
Once open, your satellite stores should not have the same offer-
ings available immediately at all times. Our locations are express 
facilities, ones that have a lean staff of no more than three 
employees as compared to 45 at our home base. Likewise, we 
offer fewer products and services at the express stores - in fact, 
we have no hot tubs for sale on these sites.

Inventory management is a big challenge. Limit yourself to the 
essentials and leave larger items, like pool installations, to the 
main office. Review your stock periodically and see what people 
are saying is missing, and also note what is not going off the 
shelves. By not overextending yourself, you will have good insight 
about what products and services you need to add and drop.

Communication is key
Overseeing locations when you are not physically there means 
you must be in constant contact. I talk with our store operators 
three to four times daily to ensure purchase orders are correct 
and smooth over issues as they arise. It really is the next best 
thing to being there.

Expect to keep learning
Even after taking all of these steps, you’re never going to know 
it all. Managing multiple locations means constantly making 
adjustments, which is yet another challenge you’ll have to face.

In general, the more excitement you can convey to your cus-
tomers about your new locations, the more interest they’ll have 
in making a visit. That will lead to more sales activity, a healthier 
bottom line and maybe even the need to open more stores to 
keep up with the demand. I’ve seen my business grow from a 
few thousand customers 15 years ago to more than 17,000 now 
under this process, and I’d love to see you enjoy the same sort 
of success by continuing to expand your operations.

Have you opened a second or third location before? What did 
you learn from the experience? Comment with your thoughts. 
[Email the Pool+Spa editor: ps@westwick-farrow.com.au.]

*Tara Onthank is the co-owner of Rising Sun Pools & Spas, with 
offices in Raleigh and Garner, North Carolina. Founded in 1972 by 
Charlie Vassallo, the company offers custom pool design, construction 
and spa installation services, as well as a variety of outdoor furniture. 
For more information, visit www.risingsunpools.com.
This article reproduced with the kind permission of AQUA Magazine. 
To read the original article, visit http://bit.ly/1q1gm71.
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12 YEARS OLD AND STILL AS 
GOOD AS NEW

In 2002, LATICRETE was involved in the retiling of the Sydney Aquatic 
Centre’s leisure pools. Now, 12 years on, the tiling still looks as good 
as new.

Opened in 1994, the aquatic centre features a wide range of facilities 
including the competition pool used for the Sydney 2000 Olympics, 
a utility pool for water polo and diving, five spas, a river rapid ride, a 
water slide and a bubble beach.

Seven years after it was completed, a decision was made to retile 
all of the leisure centre pools. With high-profile projects such as the 
Petronas Tower in Malaysia and Burj Al Arab in Dubai in its portfolio, 
LATICRETE was deemed to be the best company for the job. LATICRETE 
was involved right from the start when the original tiling was demolished 
and the remaining renders and screeds were deemed not suitable.

LATICRETE 3701/226 was used for the new structural toppings 
and beds. The remaining renders and screeds were removed and the 
surface was then grit blasted to provide an open-pored, sound and clean 
concrete surface for the levelling screeds and renders.

LATICRETE 226 Mortar Mix was gauged with LATICRETE 3701 
Latex Admix to produce a high-strength, chemical-resistant mortar. A 
mechanical mixer was used to ensure the large quantities of 226/3701 
used were correctly and economically mixed to the correct consistency. 
For every bag of 226 that was put into the mixer, 1.9 to 2.3 litres of latex 
was added. The different quantities of latex were used to produce a 
wet wall render or a semi-dry floor screed.

The render mix was applied to the walls and vertical surfaces in a 
manner very similar to normal renders to achieve the desired finish.

In the case of the floor screeds, a bond coat was used. LATICRETE 4237 
Latex Additive and LATICRETE 211 Crete Filler Powder were combined in 
a bucket and mixed to produce a mix the consistency of toothpaste.

This mix was broomed onto the floor just prior to the application of 
the semi-dry screed mix. The screed mix was then floated to a wood 
float finish or better. LATICRETE latex mortar toppings and renders 

bonded monolithically to the concrete surfaces and were an excellent 
surface background for the following waterproof coat.

LATICRETE 9235 Waterproofing Membrane was applied to the 
dimensionally corrected shell. This liquid-applied, fabric-reinforced, 
load-bearing membrane was designed to be tiled directly onto.

To apply the membrane, a liberal coat of the liquid is applied in a 
manageable size onto the wall or floor. A pre-cut piece of fabric is then 
laid over the top of the first coat and broomed or brushed to work the 
liquid from beneath to the top face of the fabric. When fabric saturation 
is achieved, a top coat is rolled over the top. When this dries, a final 
coat is applied.

The corners and coves have a two-ply application and all fabric is 
lapped to a minimum of 50 mm. Typically, the detailed work is done first 
with the remainder of the body work completed afterwards. After the 
waterproofing is complete, it is allowed to cure for seven days before 
the flood testing is carried out.

After the aquatic centre tiles were laid and cleaned up, LATICRETE 
SP-100 Stainless Epoxy Grout was placed into the joints. The mosaic 
tiler was easy to apply and clean off the grout, leaving a great finish. The 
grout is mixed from three components: first, the resin and hardeners are 
mixed, then the powder is added to achieve the right consistency. The 
grout was applied to the joints and the excess removed with a rubber float.

This particular grout is also vertical grade, allowing for wall 
application without slumping. According to LATICRETE, SP-100 
Stainless Epoxy Grout is a good choice where chemical resistance is 
required under almost all immersed conditions. Final cleaning of the 
tiles was carried out with wet towels and pads.

The tiling work had a warranty of 10 years, but has lasted beautifully 
for 12 years and is expected to do so for many decades more. 

LATICRETE Pty Ltd

www.laticrete.com.au

PROJECT COMPLETE
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September
What: Pool, Spa & Outdoor Living Expo
When: 13 to 14 September
Where: Claremont, Perth
Website: www.poolandspashow.com.au

What: Bazény, Sauny & Spa Exhibition
When: 16 to 20 September
Where: Prague, Czech Republic
Website: www.vystava-bazeny.cz/2014/
cz/intercept.asp

What: 4th WAVES Pool Spa Bath Inter-
national Expo
When: 18 to 20 September
Where: New Delhi, India
Website: www.wavesexpo.com

October
What: World Aquatic Health Conference
When: 8 to 10 October
Where: Portland, Oregon
Website: www.thewahc.org

What: Interbad Exhibition
When: 21 to 24 October
Where: Stuttgart, Germany
Website: www.messe-stuttgart.de/en/
interbad

November
What: International Pool Spa Patio Expo
When: Conference: 2 to 7 November; 
Exhibition: 5 to 7 November
Where: Orlando, Florida
Website: www.poolspapatio.com

What: Piscine Global Exhibition
When: 18 to 21 November
Where: Lyon, France
Website: www.piscine-expo.com

December
What: Canadian Pool and Spa Confer-
ence and Expo
When: 1 to 4 December
Where: Toronto, Canada
Website: www.poolandspaexpo.ca

What: Salon Piscine & Bien-être
When: 6 to 14 December
Where: Paris, France
Website: www.salonpiscineparis.com

2015
January
What: UK Pool & Spa Expo
When: 22 to 24 January 2015
Where: Birmingham, UK
Website: www.ukpoolspa-expo.co.uk

February
What: Spatex 2015
When: 1 to 3 February
Where: Coventry, UK
Website: www.spatex.co.uk

What: Aqua-Therm Moscow
When: 3 to 6 February 2015
Where: Moscow, Russia
Website: www.aquatherm-moscow.com

October
What: Aquanale 2015
When: 27 to 31 October 2015
Where: Cologne, Germany
Website: www.aquanale.de

Coming Events
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